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THE PRICE OF BEEF.

Auctioneer,

It is a ready and natural assumption
that the rise in the price of beef is due
to the artificial ami seltish machinations
uf those who control the major part of
the trade in that commodity. Such a
state of affairs is, or would be, by no
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*

the value of a dairy cow.
When a dairyman goes into market to
purchase a cow he generally finds certain valuations placed on the different
ones, governed more or less by the past
records; but to a large extent he will be
disappointed in his purchase unless he
has somewhat intimate knowledge of
the nature of dairy cows. A good many
cows are worth more than their record.
They may have possibilities which are
only slightly apparent, but which under
proper treatment might be easily developed. A cow's record for producing
milk and cream must always be considered in conuection with her feeding.
Cows that have good records have been
knowu to be such heavy feeders that
there was no profit in keeping them.
Another animal with probably a similar
for yield will be a comparagood record
tively small feeder. Whatever she eats
A
seeuis to go into milk or butter fat.
record of milk without a record of the
uaily feeding is of little value to any one.
I he two questions cannot be separated.
Another point that must be considered
is the season of the year when the yields
of butter, cream and milk have been
inade. A dairy cow that will make large
yields in the summer, and comparatively nothing iu the fall and winter, is far
less valuable than another who keeps lip
a pretty steady yield the year round. We
must remember it is winter dairying
that pays best, and the cows that have
to be wintered without returning much
for the food and care are not profitable
investments. One pound of rich cream
or butter fats iu the winter is worth almost two in summer.
Cows with good
yearly records are kuown to produce
in
and
the spring
summer, but
heavily
as winter comes on they dry up, and
produce very little for five or six months.
Such a cow is far less valuable than another whose spring and summer record
are not phenomenal, but which keeps
up a pretty fair average right through
the w inter. To test the actual value of
a dairy cow one must consider carefully
these two questions of yield in proportion to the amount of food given, and
the winter average of the milk and
\ ou cannot tell what any cow
cream.
is worth until some sort of answers can
be obtained to these questions.—E. P.
Smith in American Cultivator.
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COWS THAT DO THEIR BEST.
The success or failure of the dairyman
will generally depend very largely upon
the care that is given to his herd, and on
the comfort and favorable conditions
with which he surrounds his cows. Good
dairying requires comfortable stabling,
good bedding, strict attention to cleanliness. such ventilation as will furnish
good air, the kindly treatment of the
cow, with, we think, exercise in the
open air, except when the weather is
quite severe, says the "Live Stock Indicator."
Good milking is an important factor
in the management of cows, for many a
good cow is prevented from doing her
best by the uukindness, or even the
roughness that is not meant unkindly
The milking
on the part of the milker.
should be done regularly at fixed hours
each day, milking the cows in the herd
in the same order and so far as possible
The milking
by the same milkers.
should be rapidly done, as rapidly, inwith
is
consistent
deed. as
gentleness,
and the milker should get all the milk
each time, otherwise he will find the
As a means
yield gradually decreasin
to secure the best yield of which the
cow is capable, feeding is of the highest
importance. It should be liberal and
proportioned to the yield of milk that1
each cow gives. The concentrated food
in the ration should constitute from a
third to a half of the total dry matter
fed. I η quantity it should amount to all
that the animal w ill eat up clean, and iu
quality should be non-fattening, but
varied iu accordance with the feeding
quality of the auiiual. For example,
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A REBEL WIFE.
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ALLEN.

PART THIRD.

The disaster at Bull Run was extremely depressing to the loyal men everywhere; but especially to those who were
living among more or less active enemies
of the federal government. In addition
to their gloomy forebodings of the final
disruption of the Union, they had to bear
the humiliating taunts and the exultation
of their adversaries over the defeat and
disgrace of the Union arms. So great
was the general depression, the commander of the little camp of Home
Guard* who met for drill at a point not
far from Waterloo, resorted to a unique
experiment to hearten up his men. A
week or more after the battle, ho called
tliem up in line with the announcement
Then
of glorious news from the front.
holding up a newspaper before him, he
read them a glowing account of a second
battle at Bull Kun in which the triumph
of the Union arms was so complete as to
wipe out all the disgrace of the previous
disaster. The ruse did not succeed with
all; but possibly there may be some living now who still believe there was one
great Union victory at that histoiic

locality.
By this

might almost bo said
that Missouri, larger in extent than all
vast battle
was one
New England,
ground. Two great armies were moving
through the central portions, smaller
time it

forces operating in other parts and, outside of these, small guerrilla bands scouring the country to harass, rob and hunt
down Union men. The class that suffered most severely wore the laboring
men, especially later comers from the
free states and Europe.
Quite early in the summer, the state
government passed out of the hands of
Gov. Jackson, an avowed and audacious
rebel who, after having done all in his
power to drag the state into secession
and civil war, cast in his lot with the
rebellion and entered the rebel army
But loyal men,
under Générai Price.
especially of the class above named,
found their condition not much bettered
by the change. The government was
now administered by the conservative
wing of the slaveholding aristocracy
who, although clear headed enough to
a
see that secession for Missouri, with
free state on each of her three sides,
meant ruin of her interests, were still
dominated by Southern ideas and SouthIn the drastic measures
ern prejudices.
instituted for what was called the "pacification of the state," the poor unionists
seemed to have been regarded as the chief

aggressors.
Not long after Bull Kun, the hearts of
the loyal men were saddened still more
Gen.
by the death of the brave and noblewhere
Lyon who fell at Wilson's Creek,
as a poet of that day said truly,
"Knur thousand men a- brave ami true
Λ» e'er went forth In daring,
Upon die foe that niorolDK threw
The btren^th of their despairing."

The unionists in the region of which
Waterloo was the center, suffered less
than many in other parts of the state;
roses.
but they were not on beds of
Anxious days and nights were their porwere
tion. Little squads of guerrillas
the
dashing hither and thither throughwhat
country and one never knew just
these
of
outrages to expect from a visit
a demand
gentry. The least perhaps was
for all the arms and ammunition possessed by the family, and if these were
not promptly dolivered up, an uncereontire
monious search through the
robbed of
premises. Some men theytime
of the
their teams in the busiest
unionists
there
were
many
Nor
year.
fields
perhaps who, as they went to theirsecure
or drove to market, felt wholly
bushfrom the bullet of some skulking

constitutional tend- whacker.
able
Ginnie did not long find herself
ency to lay on fat cau, in the West, be |
her husband
very safely fed a larger portion of corn, to keep her anger against
while cows that have this tendency! at white heat; somehow it cooled off a
should be fed less corn, the difference little. She had told him she desired no
being made up by the use of some high- further communication bfctween them;
ly nitrogenous product such as gluten but as day after day passed and brought
dismeal, oil meal or other similar feed no line from him, she was secretly
stuffs. The feeding should be as regular appointed, though she would hardly conthe it)ilkiu££, au<l eo far us market con- fess it to herself. He had always been
ditions will permit should have variety. so devoted, surely he would not be able
It is also a very decided advantage to to endure very long the thought of her
have succulence in the feed, and herein anger against him; he would write, in
lies the value of the silo in times when spite of her injunction to the contrary,
there is no pasture. Water is an im- and plead for a reconciliation between
heart
portant part of dairy management, and them. And she would harden her
the rule should be that the cows have and refuse him any reply at first; but
plenty of water and of a kind that the after she had punished him a little
that
man and his family could drink them- lunger for having left her to follow
selves without distaste.
old flag—well, perhaps she would forgive
him!
ALFALFA IN VERMONT.
At last, at the end 01 live or su nm»,
alfalfa
have
trials
ingrowing
Repeated
there came a letter in the well known
been made by the Vermont experiment hand. She tore it open in frantic haste,
In
station and with varying results.
wondering why she should tremble so.

cows

that have

no

knew how ehe got through with it, for so cruel. I can never forgive myself for
she had never traveled alone before. that, if you can."
He laughed, looking at her with
After having crossed the Ohio River,
there were numerous delays, owing to shining eyes. "My dear, it was quite
military operations—torturing delays, natural for you to follow the Southern
when she felt like a caged animal beat- fashion and secede from your Northern
ing and bruising itself against the bars. husband for a time. But my rebel wife
Oh, what if he should die before she lias returned to her allegianco now and
That is happicould reach him! She had told him once uur union is restored.
not to come back to her, and now, if he ness enough for mo—I doubt if I could
could never come back, she would want bear any more just now."
to die too, if it were not for Buddie.
"Yes, pet," said Ginnie, half laughing,
It was a palo and haggard looking half crying, as she pressed her cheek
woman who reached Fort Donelson at against his hand, "the war has ended
wearisome between us, and 1 will never rebel
Then there was a
last.
search through the crowded hospitals. against you again—never! But tell me,
At length she got trace of him in a little llarry," she added after a brief silence,
Was
town near by where a hospital had been "were you very angry with me?
improvised out of an old warehouse. that the reason why you never wrote?"
There was a Captain Colton among the
"Xo, I couldn't hold anger against you
I
patients, and a busy surgeon who gave if I had tried, and you must know
her the information, directed one of the didn't try. But after what you said to
sure
be
nurses to conduct her to the apartment me when we parted, I couldn't
that any word from me would be welwhere he was.
Mother Green, as the nurse was callcd come. Your father's note come with no
after week
—evidently an amateur rather than a message from you; week wife.
Well,
professional—was a stout middle-aged passed,—still no word from
half desperate somewas
woman whose face told one at once that I confess I
she had a big, warm, motherly heart. times and more reckless of danger perBut
She greeted Ginnie with great cordiality haps than was always necessary.
and began immediately to gossip in a why should we talk of these things now?
told
me
contidential manner.
Kemember, Ginnie, you haven't
"I'm so glad some one has come to a word yet about my boy."
"We call 'em
This effectually turned the conversasee my boy," she said.
all our boys, you know, and the Cap'n tion into a different channel, and Ginnie
is the best of 'eni—a nicer gentleman must needs tell him what marvelous
in
there never was. Poor fellow! he needs progress Master Buddie had made
sweet he
cheering up. I suppose you know he's intelligence and activity, how
in
lost an arm—his right arm, too—such a was, how many words he could say
Iris pretty broken fashion and lastly that
pity."
Is he he had learned to kiss papa's picture
"Yes, the surgeon told me.
Do you think"— every time he saw it.
very—very poorly?
"I taught him that, Harry—by exbut Ginnie's voice faild her, for now
that she was actuiilly to see him in a ample, you know, because—well—benot
few minutes, she found herself growing cause my consc'ence hurt me so for
more and more agitated.
giving you that good-bye kiss. It was
And Ginnie
"Why, the surgeon says his wound is some atonement, wasn't it?"
were
her
doing well; but somehow he doesn't smiled brightly, thoughdid eyes when
now,
seem to rally and I believe it's just be- filled, as they always
'Pears like, she thought of that parting scene.
cause he's so low-spirited.
with a
the poor boy doesn't care whether he
"Yes, perhaps," said Colton
face that was
gets well or not, now that lie's disabled hungry look in the sweet
I heard him tell the leaning near to his in their whispeied
from service.
the bullet talk—just then he wished more than
surgeon once it was a pity
didn't reach his heart. I suppose, Miss," ever that there were no spectators pres"But the full payment for that
sho added with a scrutinizing look at ent.
Be suie
Ginnie, "you are some relation of his— omission is to comc by-and-by.
I shall exact it all, even to the uttermost
a sister, perhaps."
"I am his wife."
farthing."
It is hardly necessary to say that after
"His wife!" exclaimed the woman,
asin
her
on
their
this Colton" rallied rapidly; Ginnie's
way
stopping short
it was
tonishment and staring at Ginnie half presence proved an elixir of life,
able to
incredulously. "His wife! Why, I had not many days before he was
(linuie for
made sure in my mind that he was a leave the hospital anil with
I wonder why he wouldn't his devoted nurse and assistant, to travel
widower.
When he was first by easv stages to his home in \\ aterloo.
let me write to you.
low, Judge Harwood was glad enough to
brought here, he was so weak and some
of
welcome him back, not only because
I asked him if I shouldn't write to
in his
of his folks at home to come and see the radiance that shone again
was too
him. But he just turned his head away daughter's face, but because he
the
Afterwards
man himself not to appreciate
and said he had no home.

tell him ahe had not meant all she said
that day? No! she could not do that.
But in the evening, she slipped into
her father's office where he sat writing,
and said to him with downcast eyes and
a timid air, quite unusual for her—
"Papa, I have a little favor to ask of

you."

"Well, dearie, what is it? You shall
have it, if possible, even to the half of
her
my kingdom," he answered, drawing
to his side and passing his hand fondly
The Judge was a tender
over her head.
father and any sign of trouble in that
He had
young face went to his heart.
not failed to perceive she had grown
thin and pale in those days and perhaps
his sympathy was all the greater, that
her proud reticence in regard to her
husband forbade any open expression of
it on his part.
"I—I want you to write a few lines to
Harry to tell him that Buddie is well.''
The Judge looked at her in surprise.
"Why not write yourself, pet?"
"Oh, I can't, papa," she said in a low
voice without raising her eyes." "I told
him when he went away that I wouldn't
write him."
The Judge needed no further explanation. He had been scarcely less indignant than Ginnie at Colton's enlistment in the army of the Union; he
thought the man, even if a unionist in
sentiment, might have remained a
neutral, out of respect to the family into
which he had married. But the Judge
was not a man to widen a breach between his daughter and her husband by
so much as a word. If he could not help
of her high
some secret admiration
spirit, true Southerner that she was, it
see
the poor
to
hurt him nevertheless,
young tiling breaking her heart, as she
evidently was, in order to keep her
word.

"There's an old saying, my daughter,
that a rash promise is better broken than
kept," he remarked after a thoughtful
pause. "Are you quite sure yours was
uot a little rash?"
"I can't break it anyhow"—lifting her
head proudly. "And please write a few
You know Buddie
words to Harry.
was very delicate in the summer and
Harry was so worried about him,—indeed. he has always been afraid we
Of course he is
couldn't raise him.
quite sure to be anxious about him, now.
and I want him to know the little fellow
is all right, getting strong and hearty."
"Certainly he ought to know," said the
Judge gravely. Ile drew pen and paper
towards him and scribbled a few sentences, announcing to Colton that his
buy was now wholly restored and thriving finely. He waited a little before concluding the letter, regarding her somewhat anxiously.
"And have you no message to send
be vioyour husband? That wouldn't
lating the letter of your promise."
"No, papa, don't even mention my
name to him," she replied, shutting her
lips tightly, for they were trembling.
Somehow that letter of Colton's had
shaken her strangely.
"I hope, Ginnie, this war won't last
long," he remarked significantly as he
folded and superscribed the letter from
the address she gave him. "I don't go
in for compromises in general, like some
of our timid Southern brethren; but I
should certainly recommend one in this
case, my dear."
This half playful parting shot was all
he ventured, for he saw that poor Ginnie
was near breaking down, as she took the
letter and hastened from the room.
Colton sent to the Judge a brief note
of thanks for the information that had
relieved him of much anxiety; but it
contained no message to Ginnie and he
For weeks
did not write her again.
afterwards, she got no news of him and
his
regiment was
could only learn where
stationed.
Colton, after he became a member or
Judge Harwood's family, had not thought
into hie home much of
if best to

bring

the literature that was regarded aino^g
Southern people as "incendiary" but he
had allowed himself one small Republi-

truc a

heroic quality of Colton's manhood.
As for Ginnie, what she saw and
learned of the boys in blue at F"or'
Douelson greatly modified the prejudices
in which she had been raised; but her
entl usiasm for the Confederacy was by
she did
no means extinguished; indeed
not readily change her views, and long
after the war was over, mourned the
"lost cause" in her heart. But she was
woman after that six months
a

I used to see him looking at a picture
ho had—a woman with a baby in her
lap I thought, from a glimpse I had of it
once—and sometimes after he'd looked
at it awhile, he'd draw the cover up over
his face. Of course I naturally thought
ho must bo a widower."
"Oh, please, please make haste and take
me to him," ρ eaded Ginnie piteously.
word of the garrulous nurse cut

'^a

ilmuot.».

Every

her to the heart.

"Well, well, I reckon he'll be mighty
tickled to see you. 'Twill be lots better
than looking at your picture," and the
to a
good woman hurried Ginnie along
were
larger apartment in which there
on their cots
many patients» some lying
with white, drawn faces, others who were
evidently convalescing and were reading
The
or talking with their neighbors.
in a
nurse took her to the side of a cot
far corner of the room.
"Why, the Cap'n's sound asleep—for
I wouldn't awake him just
a wonder.
to Ginnie.
now, dear," Hie whispered
"He can't get half sleep enough in such
such
ι a
place as this, you know, and it's
Just sit here by
a pity to disturb him.
him till lie wakes," and she placed a seat

...

in Iowa.
paper that was published
Previous to his departure, Ginnie had
seldom even looked at it and was privately of the opinion that it was a lying
sheet. Hut happening to glance over it
of
one day not long after the reception
Colton's letter, she found it had a corwho was a
respondent in Grant's army which
Colton
member of the regiment to
imbelonged. After this, she waited and
patiently for its arrival every week,
was
There
eagerly scanned its contents.
at
no mention of Colton, but she could

can

least keep trace of hie regiment.
Early in November there came the reMissisport of a fight at a point on the and
the
sippi, between General Grant
rebel forces operating in that region.
Colton's regiment had been engaged in
A sickening
it and suffered severely.
fear assailed Ginnie as she turned hurriedly to the list of the killed and wound-
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strength
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J^woen

death
but also of her po ency tone»
SmlUl
and destruction to
,
e^ure
that should incur 1
^ that if she
trembled, for w
boa9ted chivalry, all
put forth half h
υΓ modern, real
we read of *ar»·
w l)0 ·,„ comparison
or imaginary,
> speak of the
but pleasant sport. Whv
m|ghty Ajax
huge stones hurled
the
against the gates
earth-born
missiles that tllc F
.
others heads?
Why
«riants threw at each Othors'
^]χ
of the thunderbolt, re
rebcilious
that Jupiter
P. the

either^or

b"^yiiy

ca8^

possiblv equal

it

severe^?

condemned.
According to the theory of the Mexican law, every person has a right to go
about entirely free from annoyance by

If the person violates
other persons.
the law, the newspaper has no right to
say ho. It can lay Information before
the couits If It wants to, but It must
not say In Its columns that It has done
so.
Then the law will step In and take
charge of the offender, but the representatives of tlie paper will not be allowed to attend the trial, and only the
bare result, after weeks of waiting,

lie told to the public.
If the offense charged against the edrebels had itor is regarded by the tiret magistrate
When we heard
^ >{ to whom the complaint Is made as bestained your mu
listening ing especially «rave, the paper Is genyour eons, some
wouW then
silence,
erally suppressed. The complaint has
^ Umc had not been received and
j
I
be given
passed upon. Then
^ beuan t„ carry a squad of police descends upon the
yet come. »Jut
tell it not in (*ath,
off your pork and
Sometimes all the emt0 put forth printing office.
for it will not be be
your ployees are arrested, sometimes only
their sacrilegious η■
lll0 soUis of the editor. Then the doors of the
sacred right of prope· y
botlie8 υΐΤ to building are closed, official seals are
men, and running
think of
η
Tennessee, then (tor 1
placed upon them, aud a guard Is sta^ ^ tioned to see that no one tries to enthe mitigating
butl,niy sold them), ter. For three «lays the editor can do
nothing. The laws under which he Is
those of the
» <"« Nor"' arrested are modeled after
code Napoleon, and for three days he
Is held incommuulcado, while the auThen he
thorities hunt up evidence.
ing of no such
ι be- Is
t
In the meantime
placu
a hearing.
®tll
star
given
north
the
breath had his
s
paper lias been suppressed, and in
Han to think that
tbcr0 was
cast's it never comes to life again,
been spent in
was to many
that
tue
none left to blow
lth even thou?!) the islltor may eventually
^ bl(,
^
i.rnite the mighty mitg
falal t0 clear himself of all blame.—IMttsburg
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Pcnrlw Were Tbooirbt to Be Dfwfighting
tl8 bt tbat the most ot
(Irii|>M <11 UK lit by Ibo Sbell.
stripes. 1
lw tboueands from
them, together
The Indians called rock crystal an
now
army
large
other states, and
and until the beginan(l equipped by "unripe diamond,"
called for to be ar
be employed ning of the eighteenth century India
ω
States,
the United
which
meat tub„t and that was thought to In· the only land
in protecting )°i
ty almost too produced that precious stone. It was
other species of Ρ
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taj

sacred to be

}"Jfor

Let it
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Scott's Emulsion
good medicine

giving

real fat person. vVe don't
dare. You see Scott's EmulA NEW RECIPE BOOK.
I'ai
Walter Baker Λ Co. Ltd., Dorchester, sion builds new fie&ii.
THE ΚΝΓ).

Mass., the oldest and largest manufacturcre of Cocoa and Chocolate preparations are about to issue a new and greatbooklet of
ly enlarged edition of their
Choice Recipes, prepared by Miss Parloa
and other noted teachers of cooking. It

to a

not. therefore, until the discovery of
India that the diamond was known to
Vet as far Ικκ-k as 5υυ R. C. a
us.
"didactic history" of precious stones
was written, and In Pliny's time the
supply must have heen plentiful, as ho
wrote, "We drink out of a mass of
vessels are
gems, and our drinking
formed of emeralds." We are also told

that Nero aided his weak sight by
spectacles made of emeralds.
But is very dillicult to determine
whence all the gems came, as discoverers took care to leave no record. The
nations who traded In them were
afraid of their whereabouts being
known, and even the most ancient merchants would not disclose any definite
All sorts of myths have aclocale.
cordingly sprung up concerning the
"Diamond" was the
origin of geuis.
name given to a youth who was turned
Into the hardest and most brilliant of
substances to preserve him from "the
Ills tliat llesh Is heir to." Amethyst
beautiful nytuph beloved by
a
was
Bacchus, but saved from him by Di-

who changed Amethyst into a
gem, wh«T»'Upon Bacchus turned the
the
gem Into wine color and endowed
wearer with the gift of preservation
from intoxication.
The pearl was thought to be a dewdrop the shell had opened to receive.

ana,

Amber was said to be honey melted by
the sun, dropped into the sea and congealed. According to the Talmud, Noah
had no light in the ark but that which
came

Gounod's mother was fond of painting and music.
was
Chopin's mother, like himself,
very delicate.

Schumann's mother
musical ability.

Spohr's mother
Judge of music, but
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St., Ν. \

was
no

gifted

«n

with

excellent

musician.

ter as peculiar as that of her gifted

son.

Sydney

Smith's mother was a clever

conversationalist and very quick at
repartee.
Haydn dedicated one of his most Imto
portant instrumental compositions
his mother.
Gibbon's mother was passionately
fond of r< ading and encouraged her son
to folloiv her example.

Charley Darwin's mother had a decidhised taste for ab branches of natural
tory.— Philadelphia Inquirer.
So m il η lit bull urn.

a
Farmer Jones was awakened by
suspicious noise lu his barnyard, and,
In
going out with a club and lantern,
and
an angle between the chicken coop
barn lie saw a colored neighbor standclosed.
ing bolt upright, with his eyes
on his
After receiving a sharp blow
head the Intruder opened his eyes.
"Where Is I?" he asked. "Is dat you.
walkFarmer .loues'.' I spcct I'ze been
does
ing In my sleep again. I often
walk in uiy sleep and Jus' stand round
and don't know where I Is."—New

York Herald.

Λ Ft·inInliit' Sherlock.
Mrs. Α.—Why in the world do you
on your
leave that little puff of powder

chin?

Mrs. Z.—For my husband to blow off.
man.
You know he is such an observing
Mrs. Α.—Is there any reason why
him to blow it off?
you sltould wish
detect his
can
I
Mrs. Z.—Yes.
breath.—Chicago News.
Tl<e I.nbor of Her Life.

The two men were talking about
their domestic affairs.
"I)o you keep a cook at your house?"

anc

The next thing you knov
cat bette:
you feel better—you

was

Milton's letters often allude to his
terms.
mother in the most affectionate
his
Italcigh said that lie owed all
mother.
politeness of deportment to bis
Goethe pays several tributes In his
mother.
writings to the character of his
Wordsworth's mother had a charac-

arc

just

stones.—Gentle-
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medicine
attractive
publication
is a very
Emulsion is the
with half-tones and
pages, illustrated
It doesn't tire you out
colored lithographs, and contains the you.
o)
most complete collection ever made
is
There is no strain. The worl·
recipes in which Cocoa or Chocolate
Nearlj
used for eating and drinking.
is all natural and easy. Yoi
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Trouble.

Tbe newspaper laws of Mexico ar·
very stringent. If any person Is men·
tioned in a newspaper article and feel«
offended a!>out It, be can easily send
the editor of the paper and the writer
of the article to prison.
The statements may have been far within tbe
limits of truth and Justice, but that
The editor inmakes no difference.
communicado lias a chance to think

ShS S. <£>"'

fiery

Very En»y For Htm to Get lit·

DTa
you a humble apology
I find that ί1 owe y
i,.tter to your
for a question
of can(lor ;ω au
mother; andJ>e g
^
panloD.
egg 's
8;l„ie time to say a about the law, and tbe aggrieved per-)
But I wish at the sain
Ken. son smiles
y {ault
word in extenuatlon of
plwuantly. After awhile
n o{ t,
the law gets In Its work, the case le Intucky, «hen she took 'tni Ρ
the
bat when there wa«ι
vestigated, aud the editor is punished,
,0U(lly 0{ her for even the truth Is libelous, and libel
beasts and birds,
berSelf
e
of
ability not ooly to uke
is one of the offenses most

Peculiar

HOOD FARM

—

not wIhIi to retaln-alitcetroyloK Ihoee Μη
thoughIt §eeme«l UMOenwR» ^ .leatroy those
many yeareami
l)«en
hul
that
of

down the old willfulness and impetuosity: learn and tardy to ·1
,nad0 this
Now, dear I d»J■ <>
it developed to a wonderful degree, the
nibie confession,
was in
apology
strong, sweet womanhood that
profounil
ve Λ soothing
her. Her eyes had been fully opened to
the nobility of her husband's character,
his high courage and devotion to duty,
and henceforth there was mingled with
her passionate love for him, a sentiment
AFTER SEVENTY-FIVE YfcAHS.
of reverence that came little short of
of the
A visit to the old home is one
worship. Colton's health was much
of old age.
broken down by the hardships and ex- most delightful experiences
has
and his crippled In New England more and more
fnp lior
posures he had endured,
of the feeling for
Ginnie could scarcely brentlie, lier condition, together with his semi-invalid- been made each year it is
only natural
Could that ism for several year afterwards, brought the old homestead, and
heart was beating so fast.
"old home" paper, The Youth's
be her husband lying there, unkempt, out all the unseltish tenderness of her that the
should participate in this
unshaven, so pale, so thin, with sunken nature. She became truly, what Colton Companion,
home" acquaintances.
"old
of
even
renewal
arm.
of
his
look
suffering
loved to call her,
right
eyes and such a
publishers of The
Last week the
It was only a minute or two,
This story would hardly be complete
in sleep?
from
to his without some mention of the vicissitudes Youth's Companion enjoyed a visit
likeness
the
before
however,
the one of their seventy-five-year subscribers,
former self became too apparent to be that afterwards befell Waterloo and
now
There need have Mr. R. \V. I'eabody of Chicago,
She forgot the nurse's in- surrouuding region.
mistaken.
had been
she knew have been little or no trouble in that ninety-one years old, who
heard
had
she
it;
if
junction,
of spending a few weeks in New England,
not that the room had suddenly become part of Missouri if, in the beginning
on
like the lie is one of the few subscribers
silent, that newspapers had dropped the war, the disunionists,
The Youth's Comtaken
has
who
been
had
record
were
watching
and many pairs of eyes
majority of the loyal men,
But tlieie panion continuously since its first issue,
her; she knew nothiug, she thought disposed to keep the peace.
he
them April IT, 1S27. The letter in which
was Ilarry!
this
that
among
were irrepressible spirits
nothing except
was one of
once. After sent his original subscription
at
been
strife
have
to
sleeping
on
bent
He seemed\
stirring up
he ever wrote. Through young
heavily ; but at last he stirred under the awhile, when their soldiery had been the first
his
maturity and old age, through
back
hands
soft
of
drawn
touch
pushing
away to join the Confederate manhood,
and times of peace, in New
matted hair, the pressure of warm lips army farther south and guerrillas had times of war
the
mili- England and in the West, through all
the
of
cheek
wet
a
reason
of
bold
the
less
become
his
by
on
feeling
own,
of his life, his
shot
bo
should
last
years
no
was
seventy-live
Vonder,
It
that
his.
order
they
laid against
tary
been the
were one constant companion has
perhaps, that when he opened his eyes, when captured, the Union menof
quiet old Youth's Companion.
he stared in the face bent over him, permitted to enjoy some degree
The growth of The Companion itself
unable to decide at once whether he and security.
small four-page issue to
As the long bloody conmci cirew from the tirst
was dreaming or awake.
the the great family paper of the present is
"Oh, darling, darling, don't you know towards a close and the triumph of
of the growth of the
me'i· It's Ginnie."
Union was assured, the men who had merely typical
Mr. Peabody's lifetime.
which
could
see
he
to
during
was
all
It
country
sat on the fence, waiting
"Thank God!"
of steam and
arm that was side would "whip", slipped down on The wonderful triumphs
say, aud then tho ono poor
the great inventions that
neck.
her
became
electricity;
around
and
wouud
side
surprisingly
was
the Union
left him
it was,
To these, made the nineteenth century what
Mother Green, in describing tho scene zealous for the Union cause.
in the period through
afterwards to a fellow worker, declared the secessionists there owed a reign of nearly all occurred
and The Youth's
that half the boys in tho room were cry- terror even severer than their Unionist which Mr. I'eabody
side.
too—she was neighbors had sutTcred in the beginning Companion have passed side by
to
wanted
she
and
cry
ing
for the
The regard Mr. I'eabody holds
of the war. These eleventh hour patrisuch a fool I
beis not because of its age, but
It was half an hour or more before ots did not rob; they "confiscated" rebel paper
the same in
much speech was possible between property in the name of the government, cause the paper, although
as in that of
Rebel sympathizers purpose in its last issue
husband and wife. Ginnie was the first with a free hand,
has kept pace
ago,
no
could
he
could
years
while
longer
seventy-five
only were warned that they
one able to talk and
the extraordinary developments
look at her in a trance of joy too deef air their treasonable sentiments, except with all
instead
not
did
of these three generations, and
broken
low
in
lives.
their
of
They
at the peril
for utterance, she began
old has grown young in enoi
went
of
but
the
ear
growing
his
into
story
they
to
bushwhacking,
resort
tones to pour
the
in
in originality, and
her penitence. As we have said before, openly to the houses of poor secession- terprise,
know and supply the literary
Ginnie did nothing by halves; she had ists, some of whom had never given "aid ability to
of the American family.
with
repented with her whole heart and hci and comfort to the enemy" except shot wants
that
confession was very humble indeed. their tongues, called them out and
There is good evidence to believe
One would have thought to hear it, them in the presence of their families. some of the
mines .it Bluehill
copper
of
the
Waterloo
hotel
will
that she felt herself a criminal
They burned the only
which were closed down in 18S0
could boast of, because the landlady had soon be
deepest dye.
in operation. From other
again
rebellion"
no
it
"talk
to
bear
longei been accustomed
the
At last Colton could
it is learned that two of
"Don't talk of it somewhat freely. When men who had sources
and interupted her.
silver-lead mines at Sullivan and Gouldsil
a
at
first
for
the
everything;
from
probable
been loyal
dear. This makes up
In 187!»
We'l risk of life or property, remonstrated boro are to b(f operated again.mines were
is better than a thousand letters.
a dozen silver-lead
of
nearly
laws
am
the
for
of
all,
once
violation
such
but the ore
against
exchange pardons now,
being worked in that section,
then havo done with it. You have some honorable warfare, they were fiercely
to be made to pay
too
refractory
arcl denounced as rebel sympathizers.
Not proved
use.
thing to forgive," he added with an
the process of treatment then in
"Remember I've been llghtinj a few rebel families were driven from by
smile.
of electricity has
the
Hut
application
their homes, some by threats of violence,
refractory
against the South."
cheapened the cost of reducing
others by the terror these highhanded
and the owners
"Oh, but I have seen that in a differen
materially,
ores very
his
and
know
Colton
light—as you said I would, ofyou to d< proceedings inspired. such
there is to-day money to
state of feel confident
a
found
you
It was very brave aud noble
I father-in-law
be made in operating them.
broko
to be you
up
believed
things so intolerable, they
your duty—what you
epit· 1 their home and removed to more peaceduty—in spite of everything,—in thin!
could
I
in
ful regions. Soon after the war closed,
of my trying
every way
I honor you for i
the county seat was moved to a more
of to hold you back.
can tell you,'
central position; nor was the cup of
now, darling, more than I
1
then.
she said softly with an air that was cvei Waterloo's humiliation full oven
After the war was over, many emancireverential. "And oh! Harry, to think
of
told you not to come back to me—it wa paled slaves came North in search
= homes
and employment, and tinding
took possesempty houses at Waterloo,
sion of them. In a few years, no white
is not η
families remained in the place and the
a
stronghold
little town that had been
for fat folks,
set*
of pro-slavery sentiment, became a
il
tried
tlement of freedmen.
We have never
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unhallowed
d b
„l;ld t.. hear that
was
I
lips.
had been sent t.»
none of your anldiers
changed
·( (
as
tbcy are entitled
Tortugas.
experience—"Virginia's it.secession,
dry
thoir negative
She never to immortality ο
Colton playfully termed
the virtues, as for
chlvalry. It '*
fo.'got the sufferings of that period,
miC policy of war,
acute misery
suspense and anxiety, the
of self-reproach, the remorseful anguish
It
of that journey to Fort Donclson.
bu sW"'
ordeal for hc'\ but it tone*
a

permanent increase ...
will mean not increased d vidends tor
some huge corporation, sue 1. as t
Kenimlng.
Sturgeon el al.
present increase is assumed to
Ρ
rather increased prolits and l
ΗΚΙΌΚΚ SUPREME JUDICIAL COURT,
liRANl» JL'KT.
for a vast number of members of the
2" 4"
-talc va. Hanson
m whose «U. there mil 1*
β 60
1887 and 1888 seed was sown under its It was written from a military station in ed.
In the awful suspense of the
lilllle
33 ',*> gain for all.-Tribuue fc armer.
Koberge,
direction by about 40 farmers in different Western Kentucky whither his regiment moment, she saw such a horror of groat
14 si
Κ stes,
....................
sections of the state with a uniform had been sent to join the forces of Gen. darkness before her, if Harry was among
10 76
Howe
I-NUI I
record of failure. Since then several Grant who was then in command of that the fallen. But, thank God! his name
Sturgeon,......................... 1W
ι
5116
Walsh el als,
sowings have been made on the station district. He apologized for troubling her was not on the list.
3 0·»
Keed
Some of the plants have been
that
12
grounds.
14
with a letter, but explained briefly
Morrill
Later on in the winter, she found at
Tl'ltMMU MURK TO FBI'IT
43 tJT I'KOPLK AKK
choked out by weeds, others have been there was a matter of business he had
a
Sutton,
one time in the correspondent's letter,
22 52
Wood
as κυυϋ 81'PPLY.
or
in
have
or
winter-killed entirely
from
spots
left unsettled on his departure
221'4
bit of news that gave her a joyful surTwltchell.
from
other
causes.
Two
run out
good Waterloo, of which she ought to be in14 i«4l
Lieutenant Colton had been proJoscelyn
3 UU
stands have been attained, one of which formed. As General Grant was then prise. to a
Sawyer
moted
captaincy for successful conFruit is the ouly food of man that
its
third
winter
come
has
advance
the
through
just
>
UFFORE H'rKt» JUDICIAL COL'HT,
duct of an enterprise that had required
cumt'8 to us direct from the soil, through
actively preparing to check
A
few
but
had
in
fair
he
small,
good I of a rebel force in that region,
TRAVKKSE JURY.
shape.
not only a rare degree of skill, but of
tree or plant, ready tiuished as whole# 9 4*
"tate vs. Walsh el ale,
while nearly all pieces, have also been grown at various thought it best to give her the informa- resolute daring. "Oh, Buddie, you've a
uutritious
food;
some,
1171
Kee.l
in the Champlain valley.
tion before he encountered the chances father to be proud of—indeed you have,"
26 31 uther food products have to go through places
Twltchell
It is the opinion of the experiment of battle. There were no reproaches for
she exclaimed, snatching up the little
a killing, milling, cooking, or manipulaMITT IM l'MES.
station officials that successor failure the manner in which she had parted
fellow in her excitement, to give him so
tion process of some sort, requiring ex74
1
state ν·. Long
no
with alfalfa in New Englaud depends
his sweet blue
from him, no plea for reconciliation,
1161 pert labor and a lot of hard, disagreeable
many hugs and kisses that
Smith
11 1»
Little tirst on the man and second on the soil. allusion to their former happy relations. eyes looked up to her in astonishment.
Welcb_
work in every home kitchen.
to grow this crop successfully
lu 3."
Mcliee
is it that people are turning A man
Fie seemed to have accepted without proThen she rushed off to Jim. "There!
10 ft" wonder
Hanson......
must thoroughly understand it and be test the terms she had laid down at their
didn't I tell you, old fellow, that Harry
US
more and more to fruit as a large part of
Collins,...
!
in
to put time, labor,
money,
S M their food
and did not ask for any line
would make a splendid soldier?" she
Murphy
supply, aud that laud-owners preparedand enthusiasm
into it, without , parting,
2m
information said triumphantly as she read the news
Sturgeon,
: return, not even a word of
who are awake to the situation are thought
a year. The
of
for
return
much
he
whom
only to him. A splendid soldier was a kind
prospect
OKOROK M. ATWOOD,
in respect to Buddie, of
coining money by supplying the needs land must
be well drained and in a good J
Treasurer of Oxford CountT.
the hope that he was better of demigod in Ginnie's eyes; she felt
of fruit eaters, while owners of small
expressed
It must be
The
en- state of tilth and fertility.
since the cooler weather had come.
almost reconciled just then to the fact
plots of land are more and more own
STATE OF ΜΑΙϋΐ.
prepared as carefully as for onions and letter ended with the simple word, "Fare- that Harry was among the boys in blue.
to plaut fruits for their
couraged
all weeds and weed seeds must be killed
County or oxford.
But Jim was not groatly elated to hear
home needs. I do not like to boast of
well,"—that was all.
for alfalfa is a weak plant at the start
Cooimr Treasurer's Office,
Such a letter! so different from any- of the military honors bestowed on his
the achievement» of my lifetime; yet, as
South Paris, Maine. Apr. 5, 1902.
know that and easily choked out. A good prepara- thing she had expected of the husband brother-in-law. Some people do not like
: old friends and customers
The fo'lowlng list containing the aggregat
tion of a weedy piece of grouud is to who had never, since she became his
case a
to be proved false prophets even when
si ,.unt of costs a Ho we< 1 In each criminal
starting in boyhood with a quarter of an
for
it a bare summer fallow preceding
au'ttte<l and allowed at the March a<tj. tern
acre of strawberries and steadily push- give
wife, shown her any coldness, even
they have prophesied evil.
fo
of sowing.
1 «2, of the Court of County Commissioners
It made her gasp, it was so
an hour!
home the fruit eatiugidea to all I the spring
Ginnie was half tempted at first to
-all County of « >xford and specifying the court ο r iug
Alfalfa cannot be grown satisfactorily like a dash of cold water in her face.
came in contact with, I have seen deher rash promise and write to Colmagistrate that allowed the same and befor
break
with
in
mixtures
or
had
with a nurse crop
whom the case originated Is published In at
She thought she would rather have
mands for my fruit continually iucrease,
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Inquired

I

1

one.

"Um—er, ah," hesitated the other,
"we try to."—Detroit Free Press.
Rlicbt, Jameat

Teacher—James, you must tell where
the Declaration of Independence was

signed.

Jamee—Please, ma'am, at the bottom.

—IndJauapolls

New·.
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RIIIULE COPIES.

Single Copie· of the Democrat are four cento
each. They will be mailed on receipt of price by
the publisher· or for the convenience of patrons
single copie· of each 1m ue have been placed on
•ale at the following place· In the County :
South Pari·,
i'ar tin's Drug Store.
Shurtleff'· Drug Store.
Norway,
Noye·' Drug Store.
Stone'· Drug Store.
Alfred Cole, Poetmaeter.
Buckileld,
A. F. Lewie, Insurance Office.
Fryeburg,
Pari· Hill,
Mr». Harlow, Poet Office.
Went Pari·,
Samuel T. White.

Republican

SMe Convention

will be held In

City Hall, Portland,

Wednesday, June 11,1902,
at 1 SU

o'clock, P. M.,

for the purpose of nominating a candidate for
Governor to be supported at the September
Election, and transacting any other bunlness
come bef« re It
that may
The basis of representation will be ae follow·
Plantation will be entltle<l
and
Kach City, Town
to one delegate, and for eacb 75 votes cast for
for Governor in l'JU),
candidate
the Republican
of 4U
an additional delegate. and for a fraction
a further additional
75
of
Totes,
in
excess
votes
delegate Vacancies in the delegation of any
Cltv, Town or Plantation can only be tilled binaient* of the County in which the vacancies

properly

exist
The State Committee will be in session In the
the
reception n>om of the Hall at 12 to P. M on
ilav of the Convention, for the purpose of receiving the credentials of delegate·. Delegates,
in order to be eligible to participate in the Con
vcntlon, inust be elected subsequent to the date
of call for this Convention.
All electors of Maine, without regard to past
political alb.utl<'iis, who believe In
anil endorse the policy of the Repubprinciples
lican party, are cordially Invited to unite under
lu
call
electing delegates to this Convention
this
Per Order, Republican State CouimltUe,
F M SIMPSON. Chairman
BYRON BO> I», Secretary.
Ιϋυί.
It),
Bangor, April

Republican

COMING

EVENTS.

Ber
April 16-21.—Maine Methodist Conference.

wick.
April 24.—Fast
Mav 1.—Arbor

Day.
Day.
May i.—Adjourned town meeting, Parle.
May 3.—Adjourned town meeting, Norway.
May « Oxford Pomona Grange, Hebron.
May 1«, 17.—Oxford County Teacher·' Conven—

tion,

Bethel.
NEW

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Clothing Values.
Don't Trust to Memory.
The Fishing Season.

Probate Notice·.
4 Notice· of Appointment.
Notice.
Administrator's Sale of Real Estate.

FAST DAY PROCLAMATION.
Following an nnbroken custom which has
existed anion* the j«eople of New England from
and
the earliest Colonial days, with the advtce
consent of the Executive Council, I hereby des
Ignate Thursday, the twenty fourth day of April,
as Fast Day.
Thl· day. revered by the Fathers, comes to us
consecrate·! by observance for many generations.
It is appropriate that we should continue to re
In the hearts
»l>e« t a custom so deeply ershrined
of the people, and 1 earnestly recommend that
the >lay be observed In a manner consistent with
the purpose* for which It U&* l«en set apart
Given at the Executive Cham Iter In Augusta this
of
twenty tifth day of March, In the vear
our Lord one thousand nine hundred and
two, and of the independence of the I'nlted
States of America tne one hundred and
JOHN F. IIILL.
twenty-sixth.
By the Governor:
151 m>.\ Bovi>, Secretary of State.

ARBOR
PKOCΧΛΜΛΤΙΟ.Ν

BT

DAY.
ΓΗΚ

-

«T?
[Ct8*
ΓΐΜτβ*Η.

er·.

A

*·

UUVKKMOK.

In a'cordance with the statute which makes It
the dutv of the Governor to appoint a day in tlié
springtime for the planting of trees, shrubs and
vines, ami the adornmeut of public and pri ate
grounds, with the advice of the Executive
Council. I hereby deslguate Thursday, the tiret
dav of May. as Arbor Day.
Let us devote this day to the Improvement of
our highways and public places, and to l>eautl·
stale
fylng our home·, that every portion of our
may oe rendered more attractive.
I especially recommend that the teachers and
pupils of our public school· devote some portion
of this day to the improvement of the grounds
occupied by them, and to exercise· appropriate
thereto.
Given at the Executive Chamt>er In Augusta thl»
of our
twenty fifth day of March, in the year
Lord one thousand nine hundred and two.
States
I'nlted
the
of
and of the Independence
of A merle* the one hnndred and twentv
JOHN F. HILL.
sixth.
By the Governor
ΗΥΚΊΝ Boru, Secretary of State.
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SUMNER.
Spaulding of this place died
very suddenly Friday evening, April »,
with bilious colic, aged about 3b years,
lie was sick only 27 hours. His sudden
death has cast a gloom over the neighborhood. He was a sterling young man
and will be missed in town as well as in
his family. He leaves an invalid wife,
four children, father, mother and one
brother. The funeral was held at the
house Monday at 1 o'clock. Rev. P.E.
lne
Miller of Cumberland othciating.
bereaved family have the sympathy of
their many friends.
Moses

DENMARK.
Members of Denmark Lodge, No. 50,
I. O. O. F., visited Foster T. Pmgree s
Tuesday and cut up his w«K>d. Mr.
IMngree is confined to the house by

The roads in this

shape—in

drive over.

some

vicinity

are

in bad
to

onuwniriCLU.

George

nobody

a

cent.

Ami this is done without regard to the
fact that holding the fair in 190U will be
and that it is
a physical impossibility,
likely to be postponed till 1905.

Clarence Bailey is working for A. F.
Brooks.
Mertie Brooks has gone to Andover to
attend school, I hear.
S. 1'. Davis, who has been away for
some nine or ten days looking at farms
in different parts of the state with the
view of making a purchase, returned
hist night. He has purchased a pair of
horses.
Finest Farrar went to Bethel for a
load of grain this week.
NEWRY.

James Day and his brother Daniel
have gone to Vancouver, British Columbia, where they expect profitable em-

ployment.

called to Upton
Congdon
Monday, April 14, to assist at the funer.il
who died very
The Roosevelts are the people to upset of Farnum Henimingway,
Mrs. Roosevelt has suddenly. He was a soldier in the civil
mouldy traditions.
almost shocked
by war, and received a peBsion of $>0

Washington society

having her cards engraved "Mrs. TheoThat is her name, to
dore Roosevelt."
be sure, and shows just who the owner
of the card is, but the fad of society has
for a long time dictated that a lady's
card shall be "Mrs. Jones," uuless there
is great danger tliat she may be mistaken
for some one else to whom the title
strictly belongs, in which case the card
To such a
may be "Mrs. John Jones."
pass has the application of the rule been
carried that a few years since Newport
society was shaken to its centre by a
dispute over the question of which lady
was entitled to be "Mrs. Astor" ; and one
of the mesdames Vanderbilt lias recently
attempted to have 4,Mrs. Vanderbilt"
copyrighted, so that her legal right to
Mrs.
the title may be unquestioned.
Roosevelt has done the entirely sensible
thing in the matter; but it is doubtful
if the people to whom social custom is
supreme law can see it in that light.
NEW K. P. LOOGF.
A lodge of Knight* of Pythias, named
Valley Spring Lodge, No. 104, was instituted at South Waterford Thursday
night by Acting Grand Chancellor C. L.
Buck nain and other officers.
Bayard Lodge of South Portland and
Highland Lodge of Bridgton worked the
degrees on ·'& charter members.
The officers of Valley Spring Lodge
are as follows:

Kev. Mr.

Hanscom is to occupy the
ent in Kimball Park made vacant by
lie removal of Mr. Rand's family.
Miss Amorita Muiler, who has been a
upil at Dr. J. G. Gehring's for some
ime, was called to her home in Cleveind by the serious illness of her mother.
Rents are very scarce and there are
riany changes going on among tenants.
Liter all are settled a "revised directory11
rill be in order.
Mid-term examinations will be given
,t the academy this week.
The public schools have opened and
nany new scholars have been added,
tarticularly in the primary department.

BYRON^

The auction of Mrs. Laura Knapp the
5th Inst., called together quite a com>any. Amdng others were Fred BlanchHoeea Whitman of
ed of Wilton,
iiexico, John Reed of Roxbury, Samuel
iVitham of Weld. One cow was sold for
*20, and one with calf for $36. P. 0.
smith was auctioneer and H. H. Rich·
irds clerk.

BRYANT POND.
Sullivan Estes, an old resident of this |
own, passed away Thursday night at
11 o'clock. Mr. Estes has resided alone
nostofthe time since the loss of his
The light snow made tracking for
(rife a few years ago. He also lost his
Parties in Weld tracked
ion, Atwood, two years ago, he being bears good.
Killed on the Rumford Falls Railway. ind started several bears in the vicinity
S. Taylor
Dn account of Mr. Estes* failing health | )f West Mountain last week.
ind his son Virgil followed three to a
ast fall, his son Harry—hie only remainng child—procured the services of Mr. liigh bluff under Tumbledown Mountain.
»nd Mrs. George K. Coffin, who good The shelf of ledge where they were was
went to reside with him, and who took Umost inaccessible.
They beat a hasty
;are of him until hie death—which was retreat on the approach of the hunters,
Mr. Estes who did not succeed in getting a shot at
;aused by Bright's disease.
The snow went off so that Monbhera.
was a member of the Baptist church,
»nd also a member of Jefferson Lodge, day they could not be tracked.
F. and A. M. The funeral services were
Whooping cough is reported in the
lield at the Baptist church Saturday Family of Geo. Ladd.
Maurice Libby of Bridgton is taking
nfternoon, and conducted by Rev. Henry
some fine pictures in town.
Brown.
Jotham Shaw is to kill his horse on
The
entertainments given by the
He will buy
German Medicine Co. closed Monday account of a cancer.
night.
Baby Allen won the silver mother.
Arthur Hodsdon is at work for Ε. E.
pitcher in the contest by a small majorMrs. Herman and Mrs. Snow are Knapp.
ity.
Rtill stopping at the Glen Mountaiu
Sap season is over.
nouse.
The male part of the company
NORTHSTONEHAM.
have gone to Groveton, Ν. H.
School in this district commenced
Mrs. J. L. Bowker went to Portland I
from Monday with Nellie Charles of Fryeburg
as representative
on Tuesday,
teachcr.
Π. B. McKeen carries the
Christopher Lake Commander}·, U. O. scholars
from the west part.
G. C., to attend the grand commandery |
has gone to Milton PlanGammon
Ina
Mrs.
held in that city on Wednesday.
Bowker reported a large assembly of the tation on a visit to Mabel Brooke.
Jessie Adams and two children visited
members, and an interesting meeting.
Burnham McOn Tuesday evening the work was very I lier parents, Mr. and Mrs.
of Albany, last week.
beautifully exemplified in the first, [ Keen
Fred McKeen of East Stoneham has
lants, Dapreaux, Arsenaux, Robisbaux, second and third degrees by the West- been
fencing his pastures here.
Bugles, Murphys, Currans, Quigleys, brook degree team.
Elden Andrews of Stow stayed with
W. G. Morton is moving his goods I
and hundreds of others whose names are
He came
this week to Mechanic Falls, where he [ W. W. Durgin Monday night.
so spelled that my grasp of combination
across the mountain, and was going to
is
continue
in
furniture
business.
to
the
of letters is too small to allow me to
There was a man in this place Thurs- hie brother Edgars, of Albany.
place them in proper order. However,
those bearing these new names who have day who lives a few miles out. He went
LOCKE'S MILLS.
come in among us are not a bad crowd. to jump into his wagon, and not being
A. L. Emery has gone into Franklin
Most of them are sober, temperate, in- in a condition to have very good judg- and Somerset Cos. on his first business
dustrious, intelligent men, men who have ment, he missed his calculations, and trip for this season.
families.
Most of these new comers jumped too far and went out the other
W. H. Farnham was here from New
have bought house lots and have already side, striking full force on the side of
Hampshire from Saturday until WednesThe wonder is that it did not
built or are now building cottages on his face.
day, came on the train leaving his team
them. Of course there are many young, break his neck, but as it turned out at Groveton.
his
are
not
bad.
injuries
very
unmarried men and not a few men board
Walter Swift is in very poor health and
The Universalist Society have invited I
with families hereabouts who have
is being treated by a doctor in Lewiston.
A. M. Whitman Post to have their I
families away.
Mrs. Annie Emery went to Norway
The assessors have placed the names annual memorial services this year at
Friday.
of 44$ persons upon the poll list this the Universalist church.
Mrs. W. II. Farnham has been sick
There is not much change in the conspring. They find the valuation of the
for about two weeks with bronchial and
town to be 1315,900. Under the consti- dition of David Swan, but his family I heart troubles. Is on the
gain at present.
tutional limit to which a town may be in think if there has been any change it is
Two of our oldest men about here died
debt, a total not to exceed 5 per cent of for the better.
recently. Geo. Crockett of the Gore
Mrs. Rufus Dunham is somewhat imits valuation, Mexico can borrow $5,229.
died Thursday, the 10th, from a shock
in
health.
At a town meeting held Monday, the proved
of paralysis received some weeks ago.
Mrs. Annie Chase is on the sick list |
14th inst., it was voted to raise by
Mason Goss died quite suddenly Suuday,
assessment ?3000, and the treasurer was this week.
the 13th, from heart disease. He has
Mrs. Caroline Mountfort is gaining]
authorized to borrow such sum addibeen a great sufferer from hie trouble
tional, not exceeding the debt limit, as slowly under the care of Dr. Whitman. for some time.
new
Horace
to
have
is
be
to
Berry
for
the
going
bridge
may
necessary
pay
Mrs. Sylvia Hussey continues to imand the approach thereto. It is expect- two-lighted windows and a new front
prove in health.
Cyrus
ed the cost of the bridge will approxi- door put into his residence.
LOVFU,
mate $8000. The amount now authoriz- Berry of South Paris is going to do the
The Congregational circle of the viled to be assessed this year, with state work.
in
is
Mrs.
Eleanor
Whitman
and county tax added, will approximate
gaining
lage was entertained at the home of
Mrs. David Bell at Toll Bridge on Fri$11,000. Deducting from that sum the health.
amount we shall realize from poll tax,
day
evening by Mrs. Bell and Mrs.
SOUTH RUMFORD.
A large number were in atBarker.
leaves $10,000 to be raised on the estates
Dr. Hiram Abbott from the Point is tendance.
of the town, will require about a 3 1-4
Mrs. Clara Bessey, who ie
£. N. Fox is making extensive repairs
per cent rate. Last year the rate was 2 attending
quite sick with catarrh of the stomach about his buildings.
cents, two years ago it was 28 mills.
Mr. Yolk is building a new house.
Of course there is considerable kick- and bronchial tubes.
Wallace Clark has gone to Camp ComThô shop formerly owned by E. C.
ing about the bridge, but the number
in
fort
Mexico.
uow favoring the project has largely inHamblen at the Centre ie being changed
Howard Miller is working for the In- to a
creased from the days of the first mencottage for summer use, and will be
is
Allie
Abbott
ternational
Co.
Paper
tion of the matter. Mr. Field has comoccupied by Mrs. Colt.
boss
and
boards
at
W.
F.
Clark's.
menced to work a crew on the excavation
The Woman's Club was entertained by
Stillman Phinney has helped W. A. Mrs. C. H. Brown
for abutments, has had several car loads
Wednesday afternoon.
of stone hau ed from North Jay, and Wyman work up his woodpile, and is
Mrs. Dr. Harriman of Laconia, Ν. H.,
will hurry his job along as fast as condi- now working for F. P. Putnam.
is in quite poor health, and is stopping
Miss Alice Lovejoy from Milton is with her sister, Mrs. Hobbs.
tions will allow. The parties that place
the bridge would not agree to have the teaching her fourth term in this district.
OXFORD.
bridge ready for travel until the last of She boards with Mrs. W. F. Clark.
Miss Susie Elliott from the Corner is
Mr. Gray is driving Mr. Hayes1 bakery
August, being unwilling in view of
wagon in place of Mr. Russell.
strikes and other contingencies to agree working for Mrs. W. F. Clark.
Miss Margaret Fletch, who is working
Miss Emma Dunn of Portland vieited
to a shorter time than five months from
the date of the contract to complete the for Mrs. John Keene, gave a whist party her sister, Mrs. Morris Clark, last week.
Mr. Boyd is raising the roof of his
structure. We confidently expect that Wednesday evening, April 10th. Three
Candy and bakery, and putting on au addition for a
next April valuation will reach if not tables were entertained.
exceed $400,000.
Present indications peanuts were passed during the evening. tenement.
£. £. Abbott at East Rumford returnRev. Mr. Rideout of Norway lectured
seem to warrant the belief that an increase of $75,000 within the next year ed April 10 from a ten days' visit with at the M. E. church Wednesday evening
relatives
in
and
He
Boston
for
the benefit of the W. R. C. Subject:
vicinity.
is a quite low estimate.
Mrs. Vesta (Dorr) Rogers died the bought a new horse while away to use Home-Making.
Rev. Mr. Callahan preached the last
11th inst. Funeral services were held an his farm.
He is
Bert Pratt is boarding with his cousin, Sunday of the conference year.
Sunday afternoon, Elder Hannaford
Mrs. John Keene, and works in a mill at much liked by his people, and it is hoped
conducting them,
that lie will be returned to this charge.
Jacob Lovejoy, many years a resident the Falls.
The Parsonage Society met Thursday
of Mexico, but now living in Dixfield, is
RUMFORD.
afternoon with Mrs. Cyrus Hayes.
very ill and his recovery not expected.
Mr. John Sylvester and family have
James Knight is grafting trees for
moved from North Woodstock into the Alvin Marr.
ANDOVER.
house formerly known as the Rolfe
The cold weather has been a set-back
HOME NATURE STUDY COURSF.
to the river drivers.
It is doubtful if place.
By
special appropriation the State of
Mias Josephine Roberts has returned
they get the drives out this spring, so ind
Sew York maintains a Bureau of Natnre
the Walker house.
opened
little snow in the woods. Surely unless
Mrs. Eugene Barker has gone to Brook- Study and Farmers' Reading Courses in
we get
heavy rains and lots of them
:onnection with the College of AgriΝ. Y., to visit relatives.
yn,
much timber will fail to reach market.
This
Randall Sessions' incubator hatched :ulture of Cornell University.
A special town meeting calls out the
lesson
Bureau publishes about nine
chickens. It held 100 eggs.
:liirty
citizens to make arrangements for reMrs. Grace Moody set two hens on iheets a year, together with Teachers'
pairing the bridges, especially the :hirteen
Leaflets and Nature Study Quarterlies,
eggs each and has 25 chickens.
has
so-called.
This
Noyes bridge,
bridge
J. H. Barker is visiting his parents, i'hese publications are sent free to
out
twice
this
gone
spring.
VIr. and Mrs. Elias Barker, and brother, :eachers resident in New York. The
But little farming done yet.
Only
vork is well organized, favorably reEugene Barker.
some early truck has been planted.
vived and much good has bee· acMr. Suter has had carpenters at work
HIRfM.
:omplished. There seems little likelion his house repairing.
In the Democrat of April 1 it was ιοοα that at present this work can be
Chas. Stevens has had a piazza added
itated in the Hiram items that on May 1, naugurated in our state, but through
to hie house.
843, from Limington to South Hiram he liberal management of the New
The Gregg house has been treated to
fork Bureau, teachers in Maine public
{ he snow covered the walls and bushes
another coat of paint.
>n each side of the road.
The word 1 ichoole can, by a small expenditure, beMiss Hall has the foundation ready for
1 :ome students in this course and receive
lushes should have been fences.
her new house on lower Main Street.
We remember that fifty years ago to- he same benefit as the New York
Wm. Milton, J.
A. French, Fred
it snowed eighteen inches ' eaohers.
Smith and Chas. Dresser are having ! lay, April 15,
The printer of the publications, W. F.
η South Hiram.
their buildings reshingled.
It snowed three inches last Thursday, lumphrey, Geneva, N. YM will supply
Many others are slicking up for sum- he 10th.
he monthly Quiz of the Home Nature
mer.
On Saturday afternoon, Mt. Cutler ; >tudy Course to students outside of the
>tate of New York at a price sufficient
τ
range, No. 152, held a stirring meeting.
HEBRON.
rwo of our beet citizens took the 1st and 1 ο cover the cost of printing, mailing,
A.M. Richardson was at home from :d
degrees. Hon. Obadiah Gardner, < itc. This offer is a year's subscription,
Portland over Sunday.
(faster of the State Grange, was present 1 tine numbers, for twenty-five cents, beMr. Bartlett has torn down his barn ind addressed the
Grange. Mrs. Kate ! ginning with the April issue. They exand will begin on the new one at once, I. Ellis of Fairfield made a fine address I >ect to increase the size of the lesson
is
the
work.
Herman George
doing
tnd recited a beautiful poem, composed ' rom six to eight pages, four pages to be
A. J. Turner was at Lewiston Wedthe student, the other four to
>y herself. Twenty of our members :ept by
for
boards
wheeland
ie in the form of a Quiz.
bought
, vere
nesday
present, and there were forty from
has published 22 Cornell
barrows he is
The
Bureau
irownfield, Denmark, Sebago and West
Leonanl Randall, who works for H. ] laldwin. A dinner was served in the teachers' Leaflets and Nature Study
L. Whitney, has the spring work well |
Quarterlies which are constantly retanquet hall.
ilong. Breaking up, ploughing, etc.,
Miss Mabel I. Lovejoy of Augusta i· ' erred to in the Correspondence Course.
! Jpon application Mr. Humphrey will
all done and intends planting potatoes ,
isiting friends in Hiram.
list of these.
Think his peas are already
next week.
Llewellyn A. Wadswortli went to I ;ive the price
Charles D. Woods, Director.
planted.
I "ryeburg Monday.
two
weeks
Frank Pike planted peas
Orono, April 3, 1002.
Mr. Eli C. Gould of Lawrence, Mass.,
*go.
a rrived at Hiram last week in feeble
A question of wages in the Lewiston
The new road commissioner, Mr. David f ealth. He will remain with his
parents
"ummings, is repairing culverts and has a nd brother for rest and medical treat- c otton mills will probably be compro1 aised, though for a while a strike waa
put in several new ones, work that needs t lent.
λ be done before the road machine is
Mise Lottie Lowell has returned from t hreatened.

|

|

|

places dangerous

was

monthly.
The spring

terms of school are all in
session.
Lee Thurston is attending school at
Kumford.
Ertie Thurston is at Andover keeping
books for Thurston Brothers, loggers.
Fred Kilgore is moving his family to
Jonathan Smith's.
M. W. Bryant from South Paris is
visiting at J. S. Allen's.
J. S. Allen has several teams hauling
birch to the mill at Newry Corner.

j

SCNDAT RIVER.

F. M. Kendall is tearing down his old
Louse to put up a new one.
Drs.
Chester Littlebale is very sick.
Wiley and Sturdivant are attending him.
Frank Williamson and family have returned to Bethel from Errol.
Will Powers is around with his horse
power sawing wood.
The
School is keeping in No. 3.
scholars in No. 1 aie carried there by
Mrs. lna Bean.
Mrs. Ella Ellis of Boston is visiting
Iter sister, Mrs. C. D. Atherton.
Mrs. M. L. Littlehale had to have her
horse killed.

j

j

j

making.

NORTH PARIa.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Edwards brought
Mrs. Martha Andrews home April 16, returning home the next day;
Archie Handy of Lewistdn is visiting
C. C.—Ueo. A. Milter.
it P. A. Crawford's this week.
V. c.—Addison Milieu.
Round*.
Hex
ford
P.—
II. M. Tuell is moving to West Paris.
M. of vr.—W. W. Abbott.
Lin Crawford cut his foot quite badly ■un.
Melville Monroe.
K. of K. and 8
>ne day last week.
H. L. Melcher has a fine show of
M. of K.-C. D. Morte.
M. of F.—Ruble Plummer
Dan Thorne, who has been working | lowers in his store window, making it a
Geo H. Keene.
M al A
it P. A. Crawford's for a year or uore,
'thing of beauty and a joy" to passers-by,
I. G.—C. B. Sanborn.
! eft in the night of April 16 without in- j f not "forever."
O. U.—Will Haynee.
R. Hamiln one year; J. A. | brining them of his intention.
Trueieee-W
HrlcAett, two years, Mark B. l'erry,three year·.
Herbert Perkins and mother of South
EAST BROWNFIELO
*aris visited at Β. K. Dow's recently.
The article in the Brownfield items of
KILLED AT RUMFORO FALLS.
ast week's Democrat in regard to the
Freemau Amburg, aged 1? years, while
Bernard ¥., the 9-year-old son of Β. Jberty House was rather misleading.
attempting to put on a belt in the wood
1 fr. Aylesbury leased the hotel for a
room at the Oxford Paper Co.'s plant at ] r. Elwell, has, during the absence of his
as he was found to be incomRumford Falls Wednesday, was caught 1 ather the past winter, taken care of : rear but
to run it, and irresponsible, he
in the shafting and killed. No one saw t hirteen head of stock, also a flock of ] tetent
1 ras obliged to
leave, occupying the
the accident He went to put the belt I lens, and they have been well cared for.
' louse for about two months only, the
ElMr.
worth
than
he
is
a
1
'here
raising.
and
longer
ought
boy
on,
being gone
in the
rell has finished his job of scaling lum- < wner taking possession early
some one went to look him up and found
it the rest of the
Death waa t «r for the Paris M'f g Co., and is now 1 ummer and managing
him dead on the door.
1 eaaon.
'l t home.
evidently instantaneous.
—

—

j

incle, Lucien Brown of Philadelphia,
« he will, after October, receive $100
ι aonthly.
By the upsetting of a canoe on the
ι

business.

[

The Portland Star Match Co. have a
number of men surveying lumber.
Mr. liobiuson of Worcester, Mass··
son-in-law of C. B. Smith, is to build a
summer cottage on the ground in front
of C. B. Smith's house.
Mr. Eanies, principal of Potter Academy, Sebago, has been in town a day or

Miss Etta Dayton, a clerk in a Biddet ord department store, has learned that
t hrough the death of a wealt hy grand-

Principal

|

fe.w*teP8|
etjUvery

lir

leans

|

„1βΛ»1

Mrs. Wesley Perkins, who has been
quite sick in Boston, has returned to her
Ituiue in East Browniield.
Miss Cora Giles is teaching the grammar school in this village;
Miss Georgie
Gatchell the primary.
The Congregational parish are making
HERE AND THERE.
repairs on the parsonage for the reception of Rev. Mr. Cameron who is to
The president of Northwestern Uni- preach here the year commencing May 1.
trustees
the
tu
address
in
an
Mrs. M. J. logalls of Denmark is visitversity,
practically in the form of an argument ing at J. L. Friuk's.
Mr. Joseph Howard is working for Dr.
against co-education, makes this startling statement: "The number of women Fitch.
in
Miss Alvaoa Stewart has a fine lut of
is increasing relatively more rapidly
proportion than the number of men, and millinery goods displayed in her new
for
continue
should
if the present rate
store.
Mr. David Seavey continues
another decade the women would form
very
total
of
the
half
than
more
feeble.
considerably
uumber of students—a condition which
would
GRAFTON.
many friends of the university
view with concern." That would iudeed
S. I'. Davis sold his farm recently to
be horrible! Co-education must go!
Muse.
The Waterville Mail urges the merchants to have priuted upon their business envelopes the date of the centennial
celebration in June, and a brief notice
of Waterville as a business, industrial
and educational centre.
Why not do as
the St. Louis people have done?
They
have got "World's Fair, 1SMXJ," inserted
in
used
in the middle of the postmark
the canceling machines in the St. Louis
By that means the governpost office.
ment do·· the advertising and it costs

|

£

_

runswick Monday.
Rev. F. E. Rand has moved to North
nson to supply the
Congregational
lurch.
Mrs. William Holmes and family have
toved on to a farm in Lincoln. They
ill be much missed.
Fenwick and
erome, two of the sons, are members of
îe present
senior class of Gould
cademy and will remain for graduation,
hey propose to enter Bates next year.
Mrs. J. 6. Gehring was called to
angor Friday on account of the illness
f her mother, Mrs. Ν. T. True.
Rev. O. S. Pillsbury accompanied by
is wife and daughter is attending the
[. E. conference at Berwick.
Repairs are going on upon the Bethel
[ouse and evidently the new landlord

6. A. Gerrish has sold his farm to G. j
Conant.
Dr. Heald and Wilson Conant went to |
he twin cities Wednesday.
Leland B. Lane has been in townl
oliciting stock for the establishing of a
ank at Kumford Falls.
Wm. Cushman of Hartford liasim-l
moved of late so much that he comes to |
his village occasionally.
His army
J. F. Packard is poorly.
ervice causes him much illness.
Mrs. A. W. Horton of Sumner has I
isited friends at this place, her former
lome, recently. Her health is poor.
We are glad to be able to state that |
^reeland Dunham is improving.
The remains of C. H. Twitchell arrival from Westbrook Friday, and were
aken to Buckfield cemetery by his old
lomrades and bnried by the side of his
rife. He was well known in this town
tnd Paris as the soldier minus an arm,
vhich he sacrificed for the preservation
>f the Union.
He was stricken with
>aralysi8 and died suddenly. His son
lerbert of Paris and Peter Butler of
iVestbrook were at the funeral.

Tue^ay aiternoon^

feeling.^

_

illage.

|1

iDMr»C

elson Bartlett of Bethel are loading
The river and harbor bill now before
and sending them away by car.
ongress contains an unusual amount of
rice ranges from 60 to 67 cents per
( iberal appropriations for Maine's benetishel.
it
Senator Frye is given the credit for
The Bowdoin students returned to uite a share of
it.

ir

&E?h°m'\
,or.*®|

j awrence.

HOW'S THIS!

EAST BETHEL.
Work on the farm has commenced.
Mr. and Mrs. Foye Brown have re« irned to their home in this place.
Mr. Porter Farwell visited the town of
s umner last week, and drove home two
? oke of oxen.
Professor W. S. Wight and Miss Marie
v sited at C. M. Kimball's last week.
Mr. and Mrs. A. M. Bean visited rela ives in Auburn last week.
Mrs. Irving Kimball,
by
M iss Elsie Pierce from Massachusetts, is
"
a
her
few
weeks
with
parents,
*1 tending
" r. and Mrs. J. L. Holt.

accompanied

The state assessors last week aMessed
Tie total
tie railroad taxes for 1002.
t ix amounts to $336,801.63, and the
a mount assessed in addition thereto for
t ie purpose of paying the salaries and
e xpensesof the railroad commissioners
These two items make a
1511,500.
t jtal of $348,301.63.
Last year the excise tax amounted to
·? 801,003.01. Thus it will be seen that
t lie increase for the year aggregates
8 35,707.72 in taxes; and -5300 is added

s ta toes

Seven removals we can reckon thus
this spring.
Awaiting Sidney KusbH's breaking up are five families anx>us to move.
Awaiting A. W. Libby's
amoval are two others, making sixteen
Bmovals, when consummated, in this

that
Tact is somewhat doubtful.
Austin
Morgan goes through the
neighborhood three times a week, gathering cream for the Turner butter facW. Lyon left Tuesday
tory. He takes it to Norway, and from
What Mr.
absence of a month or more, diin g I there it goes on the cars.
which she will visit in Nazareth, Pa., Morgan says about the roads occasionilly, after driving over them, is nothing
all of South Parie is with more than the truth.
Edith
Smelts are now in order, and our
wan called to Auburn
thanks are due Andrew Moore of Bryant
Pond for a generous supply of these
toothsome little fish.
They buy, sell and move about this
was
apring the eame as usual. Now it is A.
He K. Hicks who has sold his farm to Elmer
farm
town Saturday
bunting.
Cole, and bought the LeBaron farm, sostopped with M. A. Greene.
The Baptist Ladies' Circle will meet I called, near Locke's Mills. The moving,
and all that part of the busines is being
with Mrs. Forbes
Miss Harriet Twitchell left Thursday 1 done this week.
Say, girls, Mr. Cole is
for an extended visit to her nephew, a single man, and says be expects to
Ernest F. Twitchell, at Ashland, Mass keep bachelor's hall, just because he has
Kev. J. H. Little of Canton will preach I no bird to put into his cage. Now be on
at the Universalist church next Sunday, I hand—no matter if it isn't leap year.
at the usual hour of service.
Wesley Ring has moved in with his
... 1
tleorge B. Shaw, who was injured I wife's father, A. C. Swan, where he will
about two weeks ago, improves very! make bis home in the future, and is enslowly. He is able to take a
larging the house for that purpose.
This week we are indebted to D. O.
between the bed and chair, but
which was badly strained, I»
Davis of Minnesota for a copy of the
lame, and the arm which was dislocate I Family Herald and Weekly Star. It is a
is still destitute of any
large paper of twenty-four pages, printed in Montreal, and contains a large
EAST HEBRON.
amount of valuable information, and the
The roads are now passable, but re-1 most important news of the world
I in general
pairs are needed in many places.
up-to-date. It gives the
1. W. Marshall has one dry piece oil clearest and most connected history of
land ploughed and laid down.
I the great Siberian railroad we have ever
There is no improvement in J. is. seen. All of which shows that "a good
Bonney's case, but he is gradually fail- thing is a good thing," even if it happens
to be a foreign product.
Worthley is still living on the I Mrs. A. S. Brooks has been on the
place he sold H. G. Beals. The flMf·* sick list for a week or two, but is slowly
he will return to Rumford Fallsur convalescing at this writing.
Her sickthat vicinity, but can remain where he is ness consisted of the
grippe and other
as long as he wishes to.
troubles.
Mrs. Julius Austin from Mexico with!
And now the selectmen are looking
her daughter, Emma Keene,
passed over the farms in town to see how they
several days with her parents last week, compare in value with ten years ago.
lier husband came on Saturday to
The man who invented barbed wire
company her home Monday. Emma re- has been anathematized more than once,
mained to visit her grandparents, Mr. but that kind of fence is built all the
and Mrs. E. Hayes.
same.
There is a line of it going up on
No clergyman was present in thurtn the Bennett
place this week, where it
last Sabbatïi. A letter came announcing has been in use for ten
years, and no
Kev. Mr. Gray had decided to remain harm has ever resulted from it yet.
t.
.ft.
with the people in Burnham. Hie
Nora Thomas commenced her school
S. held their meeting at 11 A. m. and the in the
Bryant district last Monday,
was
omitted.
If
evening meeting
whereof the scholars are all glad.
The I-adies' Circle will meet with Mrs. what
they all say is true, Nora has no
A. P. Allen one week from next
a
teacher.
this
as
county
superior in
dav. In one week from that day they
MCXIViU.
will have a meeting in Grange Hall and
in the evening a supper and many artiThe names of residents in this vicinity
cles for sale.
twelve years ago were Abbott, Dorr,
Svlvanus Beau of this near vicinit> re- Babb, Richards, Reed, Virgin, Austin,
with
Boston
from
returned
home
Gleason, Kidder, and all others were
cently
a very intelligent looking young lad from
such as would be recognized as belonging
the orphans' home.
to
the manor born—Hayes, Taylor,
Arthur Lowell is still hauling pulp Whitman, Frost and others familiar to
bolts for the Rumford Falls Co.
this community's older people. Now they
Grass is springing up very green and are Durpilles, Girouards,
McClouds,
the trees have a good amount of buds.
McLeods, McDonalds, McPhersons, Galj. s

Αι>τκκχι·κμκ*τ·:— All legal advertisements
are given three consecutive Insertion· for $1 JO
jjer Lucù In length οt column. Special contract·
mad· with local, transient and yearly advert!»
Jo· Piumtuo .—New type. tart preeso·, Mean
power, experienced workmn and low price»
combine to make thl· department of our bualαmm complete and popular.

A.

they
ipecial fertilizing ingredients, but
year

RAILROAD TAXES.

MAINE NEW8 N0TE8.

BETHEL·
Mr. Willie from Milford, Ν. H., and

BUCKFIELO.

GREENWOOD.

Carlton Gardner, who has been quite |
mixed storm laet Thursday
reek, ending as it did with four inches υ η well, is able to be out.
Mrs. H. C. Munson has been quite ill, |
ΓΗΕ DOINGS OF THE WEEK IN AU I >f hail and snow, was really a favor to
SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.
I tome, although it looked a little winter- ti ut is now improving.
Probate court was well represented |
There was not
ah for the time being.
■om this place Tuesday—Merritt Parmow enough to make sleighing on the
PARIS HILL.
road, but it was utilized by hauling ens, Thomas Bridgham, Alfred Cole,
nm iUpUit Church,
Η· Η.
I Fencing on the sled instead of otherwise. '. P. DeCoster, Timothy Lunt and
correspondent.
SISS
V Besides, April and May snows have al- our
Holman F. Day of Auburn ie booked
riee u D r. *- Pti»yer MeatUf Thur»d»y I ways been called the poor man's land
ivenlof rt7IOf.·.
the Methodist
} give a reading at
1 iressing, since it is claimed by some
,
UntvenalM Church: 3u*Uy School every that at this time of
hurch Tuesday, the 29th of April.
possess
That

We offer One Hundred Dollar· Reward for May
of Catarrh that cannot be cured by Hall'·

c lae

Hairs

Testimonials free.
Family Pills are U» besi.

Values.
The value of

pends

in

garment de-

a

great
upon
t ) the amount raised last year to pay the
c ommiseionere for their services.
in
it
is
which
made
manner
the
This gain is almost wholly the result
fessalonskee stream at Waterville Frif an increased income of the railroads
and trimmed. This is a point
was
drowned.
Β.
N.
of
Clinton
lay
Fogg
c f the state
during the year ending
Libert Sturtevant, who was with Fogg, j une
1001.
i
30,
tad a very narrow eecape. Fogg was 23
great stress.
upon which we
The following list gives the excise tax
'ears of age and unmarried.
c η some of the railroads for this year
Not alone the visible parts but
John Codey, aged 30, unmarried, of a nd last:
1901.
1902.
] littery Point, was drowned in the PisThe
the invisible.
ι toston ami Maine
1^,630 97 $78,«31 44
< iataqua River at Portsmouth Saturday
:<00 0.'
285or.
Irlilgton and Saco Klvcr,...
i η a squall. Codey was In a small row
1.1042 0-2
5,1:16 57
anaillan Pacific,
interlinings, etc., of our suits
1 >oat, when a brisk wind, aided by rough ( Irand Trunk
10.460 8:·
16,745 21
164,460S4 145,266 β»
vaters, caused his craft to capsize, y laine Cei tral
Swell suits
have real value.
1 'ortlaml an! Kumforil
ι browing him into the water.
8,7X3 00
13,136 52
Falla.
and
Cull»
1
turn
font
to
for spring $10
$16.
By the explosion of a "spider" which
1,1*2:1 71,146 07
RanjfcK'y Lake?
vas being heated in the blacksmith shop (
1 <»
!>ί
'ryeburjç lloree
S3
37
24 23
1 if
the Maine Central car shops at : ί or way un<l Ι'κγΙη ;troit,...
Butler of
iVaterville Friday Moses
MEDICINE
A
VALUABLE
Waterville and Howard Ware of Fairield are terribly injured, and it is be:
K«»tcrn 'Phone,
Ml,
The explo- | rOR OOCOHB AND COLDS IN cniLDHKN.
ievcd Ware is fatally so.
pieces of casting
! lion was terriiic,
jeing sent througli the sides and roof of
"I have not the slightest hesitancy in
The damage to property
the building.
Chamberlain's Cough
trill amount to several hundred dollars. 1 ecommemling
Remedy to all who are suffering from
The Bangor and Aroostook R. R. , soughs
and colds,"
says Chas. M. I
tiaulcd 607,306 bushels of potatoes out >amer,
Esq., a well-known watch I
total
"It ha« «
»f Aroostook county in March; the
naker of Colombo, Ceylon.
of the 1901 crop by that road )een some two years since the City Disfrom Aroostook county up to the end pensary first called my attention to this
of March amounted to 3,089,409 bushels. /aluable medicine, and I have repeatedly
which you may use for some time
You have a
One of Aroostook's largest potato deal- ised it and it has always been beneticial.
Hard
a short time and then use again.
for
and
may drop
ers estimated that ten per cent of the It has cured me quickly of all chest
We
to keep track of the original | rescription, perhaps.
1901 crop yet remains to be marketed. :olds.
It is especially effective for chilA large book contains your
have a system in these things.
The potato plant this spring will be con- Iren, and seldom takes more than one
and the dates on which it was
name and the
siderably in advance of any preceding bottle to cure them of hoarseness. 1
year, if one may judge from the quanti- liave persuaded many to try this valufilled. Λ11 you need to do is to tell us these things and we
able medicine, and they are all as well
ty of fertilizers purchased.
for you.
will take care of the
as myself over the results." For
The mystery regarding Henry 0. pleased
Shurtleff & Co., E. P. Parlin,
sale
Thompson of Mechanic Falls, who dis- Southby Paris; Stevens, Oxford; Noyes
appeared March 31st, was cleared up Drug Store, Norway.
S
Monday, when he was found dead in a
field not far from the village. His throat
The Lubec ambergris story has at last
had been cut by a razor which lay upon Altered down from a
1897.
sixty-five pound
PRESCRIPTION DRUGGIST.
An inquest was deemed unhis breast.
lump of the genuine stuff, worth $30 an
of
case
doubt
a
as
it
was
no
necessary
ounce (the Enclop:edia Britannica gives
South
Maine
Post Office,
suicide.
Thompson was 32 years of age the value as $3.75 to $0.25 per ounce), to * fext door to
and had no relatives so far as is known. a mass of utterly worthless material.
XIXI-VI-MO.
of
Proprietor
He was despondent for days at a time on That's hard on the poor discoverers, but
account of asthma, with which he had it seems appropriate that the story
For a
been afflicted nearly all his life.
For Infants and CMdren. Bears the
should have come from the town where
long while he had said he would end his Jernegan's sea-water gold plant became
life rather than to suffer longer.
historic.
measure

a

lay

linings,

Η Β. Foster,
N0PW3y,

huge

Don't Trust to Memory.

hauling

prescription

prescription

prescription

ERNEST P. PARLIN,

Registered

Paris,

CASTOR IA
Till Kind You HaieAlwajs Bougbt

After the lapse of three years and a
William T. Treworgy of Bucksport
has been indicted for the murder of
This somewhat
Sarah Ware in 189S.
celebrated case has been the subject of
result than
less
with
more
agitation
almost any other affair in the reccnt
history of Maine. Treworgy was once
before arrested, the only witness against
him being a man of inferior intellect.
This man a day or two afterward retracted Jhis testimony, and though he
afterward made several re-retractions,

GOOD FOR RHEUMATISM.

half,

Last fall I was taken with a very
severe attack of muscular rheumatism
which caused me great pain an<l annoyAfter trying several prescriptions
ance.
and rheumatic cures, I decided to use
Chamberlain's Pain Balm, which I had
seen advertised in the South Jerseyman.
After two applications of this remedy I
was much better, and after using one
Sallie
bottle, was completely cured.
For sale by
IIakkis, Salem, N. J.
Shurtleff & Co., Ε. I'. Parlin, South

i

«

long

s

a

South

"A

neighbor

ran

in

Colic,

Remedy

with

a

Oxford; Noyes Drug

Walter Bakers
BREAKFAST

COCOA

new

patterns,

«1.50.

RUGS AND

PORTIERES.

After House Cleaning you will want some new rugs to make
a little change in your rooms or cover
up that bad place in the
carpet or floor. They make the home seem much more cheerful.
We have a large assortment of Rug* iu all sizes anil colors.
Price 75. 98c, $1.19, 1.59, 2 45, 2.75, 3 87.
One lot Smyrna Mats, just the thing for the doors, »S in.
We also have larger
wide, 30 in. long, fringed ends, only 75c.
sizes in the same goods.
1 1-2 yds.
One lot Tapestry Rugs, with fringed ends,
long, 3-4 yds. wide, all différent patterns, only $>.19.
Also large Velvet Rugs for sitting room and parlor.
We have a large line of I'ortieies in Chenille and Tapestry,

at pi ices within the reach of all.

!

tore

Be sure to come and see these, whether you wish to
is full of them.

Eastern

Telephone

purchase

MAINE.

NORWAY,

Connection.

5000 Rolls New

Wall
New

Paper and Borders!

Patterns,

Never

so

Styles and

Correct

Low in Price.

OUR COMPLETE FULL

Spring
Ate

i.ow

in

Carpets

Stock of
our

Carpet

Call ami

R-.ium.

sec

tliem.

Prices very reasonable.

*1.

Dayton

Bolster &. Co.,

South Paris, Maine.

or

G

Summer

for

Spring

wear,

get it of

sible house and pay

can

clothing

Our

a

fair

price

My grandmother died somewhere
ibout 1836,1 can just remember seeing
lier alive, soon after whose death grandfather went to live with hie children
alternately, until about 184·, when he

t

1

V. L.

BLOOD,

Inquire

South

Parie,

Me.

at

the

We

are

wearer

possible.

ma-

stock of

Suits
$5.00

suit in the

way below its real value.
are

agents for the Celebrated

Queen Quality Shoes for Ladies.

J. Γ. PLUMMER, S4

I Market Square.

of

GEO. H. DAVIS,
Drift-Rock Farm,

We

best

This suit is all wool and the

market.

price

the

magnificent

and have the best

is!

HAY FOR SALE.

a

that is

Spring

Dorchester, Mass.

South Paris.

price

showing

Limited

DO YOU WANT ONE?
I HAVE THEM IN ALL SIZES
AND AT ALL PRICES.
«

lowest

to

for it.

properly

is well made,

terial, and sold

The FINEST COCOA in Hie World
Costs Less than One Cent a Cup
Thirty-Eight Highest Awards in
Europe and America.

respon-

a

cut and finished ; it is of the

Walter Baker&Go

The

or not.

SMILEY,

THOMAS

want a

EoatutMino

with

some

only, some with rutile and
inserting, just the thing for your
sleeping room. Prices $1.00, *1.25,
rutile

If you

Moses Dunham was born in Massachusetts in 1757, and was therefore only 18
years of age when the war broke out in
1775. He enlisted under Washington,
soon after hostilities commenced, and
there remained until the army was discharged in 1783. He had the small pox
while in the army, but whether during
that memorable encampment at Valley
Forge is not known.
He was married soon after the war
closed, and settled on a farm in Carver,
Mass., where be lived until he moved to
Hartford, Me., in 1805. His family then
consisted of a wife and seven children,
two sons and five daughters. The carriage in which they moved was a large
sovered wagon, drawn by oxen, and the
journey occupied two weeks.

at $1.2"),

CURTAINS

MUSLIN
also in

severe

ASK YOUR GROCER FOR

"ANOTHER REVOLUTIONARY HIRG
GONE."
That was the title of an obituary which
appeared in a paper soon after the
death of my grandfather, Moses DunI am not quite sure as to the
ham.
name of the paper, but think it was the
Morning Star, a Free Baptist paper
printed in Dover, Ν. II., since grandfather belonged to that society, and
took the paper for many years, and up
to the time of his death.
It gave the time he was in the service,
the number of battles he was engaged in,
and seemed to bo quite familiar with his
military history; but has now wellnigh
passed into oblivion, so that only a few
facts in regard to him as a soldier, and

pretty patterns,

§1.50, «2.00.

bottle of
and
was suf-

Norway.

disappeared.

Aged 88 years.

per

Cholera

when my son
cramps and was given
up as beyond hope by my regular physician, who stands high in his profession.
After administering three doses of it,
my son regained consciousness and recovered entirely within twenty-four
hours," says Mrs. Mary Haller of Mt.
This remedy is for sale
Crawford, Va.
by Shurtleff Λ Co., E. P. Parlin, South
Diarrluea

fering with

large figured pattern,
yards long, 1 2-.'J yards wide,
pair, $2.00.

One lot
.'{ 1-2

In a fire which destroyed his buildings
on the night of the 11th. Edwin Tabor, a
hermit, who lived on Iltissey Hill, in
The lire was
Vassalboro, lost his life.
This leads
seen as early as !) o'clock.
many to believe that Tabor had not reThe
was
murdered.
he
tired and that
autorities will order an investigation.

stances led to
investigation
case, and Wilson's arrest resulted. There
is no direct evidence to connect him
with her disappearance, but quite an
array of circumstances which unquestionably point strongly in his direction.
On the other hand, in the pocket of the
apron which she left was a note which
said she had made up her mind to
This note even is somedrown herself.
what suspicious in its form, but her
husband could not have written it, as he
can write nothing but his own name,
Wilson
and makes hard work of that.
has made conflicting statements before
and since his arrest, but stoutly denies
having even seen his wife the night she

private citizen,

1 1-4

Paris; Stevens, Oxford; Noycs

Chamberiaiu's

lot wide figured border,
nearly plain, ;> yards lorif.'.
yards wide, per pair, *1.00.

One

center

Other

deputy shoriff Thursday, and brought to
A small pox patient died in the pest
Portland, charged with the murder of house at Portland
Wednesday. It has
The
bis wife, Mary Ellen Wilson.
been discovered that people were holdwoman's body was found in the water
stolen interviews with the small pox
on the fiats, on Sunday, April 13, after ing
and the board of health has
her mysterious disappearance the pre- patients,
stiffened its rules, so that hereafter il
ceding Wednesday night. She and her will be best for
people not to be found
husband had been married three or four
in the vicinity of the plist house.
unlife
was
married
but
their
years,
happy, and they lived together only a
Try Chamberlain's Stomach «& Liver
Divorce proceedings had Tablets, the best
short time.
physic. For sale by
been begun by the man shortly before Shurtleff &
Co., E. P. Parlin, South
her disappearance. Suspicious circumParis; Stevens, Oxford; Noyes Drup
of the
an

a

Room.

Drug Store, Norway.

Charles W. Wilson of Cundy's Harbor Paris; Stevens,
was arrested in Boston by a Cumberland Store, Norway.

as

HAVE dainty,
TTERE WE
fresh, durable Lace Curtains
for Dining Room, I'arlor or Bed

BETTER THAN PILLS.

deputy collector of customs Thursday
night was assaulted and probably fatally
injured by a suspected smuggler at
Hodgdon, near the New Brunswick line.
The assailant escaped.
Deputy Burns
had seized a team loaded with contraband goods just after it had crossed the
boundary from New Brunswick, and was
driving it toward the town, when ho was
set upon by the owner and knocked
The struggle which
from the wagon.
The smuggler had
followed was fierce.
armed himself with a stake from the
wagon, and had the advantage from the
first. Burns received a terrible beating
and was left lying in the road apparently dead, while the smuggler drove away
The deputy finally rewith his outfit.
covered sufficiently to crawl to a farm
house and make a partial explanation of
bis condition to the occupants. One arm
and several ribs were broken, and thirtyfour stitches were required to close a
gash in his head. It also is feared that ho
received internal injuries.

subsequently
now be given.

It's natural.
Of course you want your homo to be particularly attractive.
Curtains give a home freshness, ami indescribable crispness which is further
Last year our sale
nhanced by colorful dignity of Artistic Portieres and Huge.
This
η I,ace Curtains was immense but we are not satisfied with past records.
We know that you4\vill
ear we have put in a stock nearly twice as large as last.
Curtains
for
the
that
price
ay that we have some of the best and prettiest
îave ever seen.
Every pair is a bargain.

The question has been asked, "In what
way are Chamberlain's Stomach A Liver
Tablets superior to pills?" Our answer
is: They arc easier and more pleasant
to take, more mild and gentle in effect
and more reliable as they can always be
depended upon. Then they cleanse and
invigorate the stomach and leave the
bowels in a natural condition, while pills
arc more harsh in effect and their use is
For
often followed by constipation.
sale by Shurtleff & Co., E. P. Parlin,

lished.

Frank W. Burns of Fort Fairfield,

Annual Lace Curtain Sale !

voters to restrain a man from maintainThe injunction
ing a liquor nuisance.
was granted and an appeal was taken to
the full bench. The decision affirms the
decree and makes the injunction good.
This settles the legality of this method
of warfare against the liquor traffic.

continued during March." Those in this
state which have met this fate are as follows: Allen's Mills, Bayside, Church
Hill, Concord, East Corinna, East
Thorndike, Embden Centre, Holden,
Madison Centre, North Bangor, Nortli
Newport, North Scarboro, Norlh Winterport, Oakpoint, Otislield Gore, Randolph, Snow Centre, South Presque Isle,
Titcomb, Victor, West Freeman, West
Sidney, West Trenton, West Winterport,
Winnecook.
During this time post
offices have been established in this
state at Douglas Hill, Drew, Knox,
Robyviile and Sheridan, and the post
office at Freeman has been re-estab-

jp

SigT"

,ace

Treworgy was discharged. Treworgy's
Paris; Stevens, Oxford; Noycs Drug
trial is expected to begin May Oth.
Store, Norway.
Rural free delivery is doing away with
A recent decision of the Supreme
a large number of small post offices
Court of considerable interest is that
throughout the country. In the last handed down in a Hath case where an
United States Postal Guide there is a
injunction was petitioned for by twenty
list of those which have been dis-

C atarrh Cure.
F. J. CHENEY A CO., Props., Toledo, 0. »me into my father's family, where he
We the undersigned, have known F. J. Cbe- lived the remainder of his days.
u by for the hut IS jean, and believe him perIn the cemetery, on the hill in HartA «tly honorable In all business transactions lad
'ord, near where the old union meeting
fl nanclally able to carry out any obligation· mad· ; îouse once stood, stands a slate tablet
b j their Ann.
vith this inscription:
ν 'est A Tauax, Wholesale Druggist·, Toledo, O.
A Revolutioner.
v 'albino. KmxAH
k Mahvix, Wholesale
Moses Dunham
Dromite, Toledo, O.
Died
Hall's CaUrrh Cure Is taken Interaally, acting
d rectly upon the blood and mucous surface· of
16,
September
1846,
£ «y system. Prios, 75c. per bottle. Sold by all
roMiU.

Clothing

SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.

CASTORIAmomcum. g""*·»
nu Kind You H»· AtMisBMiglU **

«sford

The

Stmacral

Erneet J.

Boston.

Full rehearsal for Pinafore
7:30 sharp.

SOUTH PABIS.
SOCTB FAK1S ΡΟβΤ OITICS.
..#ce Hour» ίΛ»to :«0 Α. ■; étt) Α.
v1»P. M·
ORA>D

ΤΒΓΧΚ

Record in at borne iron I

at
M.

Miss Edith Hayee of Auburn is a guee !
P. E. Wheeler's.

Sylvan Shurtleff of
day Saturday.

Iο

for the

eailwat.

to-night

Portland was hen

Frank O.
Purington. Esq., of Mechanit
Falls, was at South Paris Saturday.

Commencing Novembers, Ml,

trains lkavk socth ruit
(dally, Sundays Il h
,,.!d» !dwu—6«J a.
t«F. »
.9 30 A.
r.
M
S»
A.
c,. ::ig up—10Ό0
<
Sunday· IncfU'ied). Sunday only. 9 1 6

The store of Mrs. L. B. Andrews will
be closed Fast Day throughout the day

Principal

W. W. Andrews of the But·
1er School, Portland, was in town Sat·

A *

day.

CHVBCHSS.
Rev. W. ï
t.·"*» congregational
j. ι>. Γ»., pastor. PTeachlng service·, 10 :< 5
12
Ti
School
p.
Τ
'«
m.;
1
Sunday
ν
m
j
Church prayer meeting ο: 1
K. a»6 p.
y
τ
AU, not othei
i\- «vening at 7 30 o'clock.
nected, are cordially lnvtted.
Pottle, Pastoi
st Church, Rev. A. W
v,
I
,v, morning prayer meeting, 9-JO
in.· sendee 10 *5 a.*.. Sabbath Schoc
M
Κ worth League Meeting, 6:15 T. M.
raver meeting Τ v. st.; prayer rneetin, t
»·.· evening ; cia·· meeting. Friday evening
church, Re*. T. J. Karaa<tei;, Pastoi
I
.-, L·reaching service 10 45 a. *.. Sat
li
yraver meeting 7 Ό0 P. m.
Church.

Silas P. Maxim returned Saturday
from a visit of two weeks in Boston anil

vicinity.

·.

J. F. Rowland. Esq., has sent a lot o!
valuable magazines to the Paris Public

i Library.

Fred Scott is adding a second story to
the piazza on the ell of his house on
Skillings Avenue.
Mr.

meeting Tuesday evening.
«ΤΑΓΕΟ

t

MEKTDttiS.

Lodge. No. 94. Rearula
g Tuesday evening on or before full moon
-Mount Mica Lodge, regular meet
M.—Parte

\

month-

M unt Pleasant Rebekah Lodge, No
ond an l fourth Fridays or ea.1
«>·:■! Fellow·»' Hail.
: —W. K. Kimball Poet, No. lis, meeti
tain! Saturday evenings of eacl
\.R.Hall.
Κ Kimball Relief Corps meets tlrei
»att;rdav evenings of each month, lc
s Hall.
H -1'aris Grange, from May 1 to Oct. 1
iQd fourth Saturday, luring tht
f the year, meets every Saturday, it

λ

''

P.—Stonv Brook Lodge, No. lsl,
on-l an·! fourth Wednesday evening»
lOIlth.
Hamlin Lodge, No. 31. meets ever}
.ening at Pythian Hall.
u
::nen of America—South Part.»
vit,:, meets second and fourth Tues.*9 in uoMen Cross Hall.

s

i.

f
Λ

:

l·

it. W. J. Wheeler is doing quite a busiLast week he sohl
ness in good horses.
six or seven, and the week before tive.

λ

!»

C. H. Merrill, wife and child, of Auburn. were here over Sunday, at the
home of Lyman S. Merrill, who is seriMrs. Merrill will remain here
C. Bowler of the Bethel ously ill.
for
a while.
town on business Friday.

Noble was taken to the ina' at Augusta Friday.
Κ

>r

■

\

Newton

Without making very much fuss about

McArdle i» baggage master at
y
• ,raad Trunk station.
»:

the

The May ball of Hamlin Lodge, K. P.,
has been given up, and instead a public
ball will be given on the evening of May
1st. with music by Shaw's Orchestra.

-le. Esq.. of Bucktield, was at
Paris Tuesday.

>

of

1'helan of Lewiston, at 2:30 P. m.

: <

\

Chase

η

T. S. Barnes came home Saturday night
·.·
P. Penley has moved on to
f John P. Penley near Hooper's from Sebago Lake, where he had spent
a few days with George Jones of Oxford.
Le<i£t*.
He brought home a 7 1-2 pound salmon
in
been
who
has
e
\
V
Knight,
and a small redspot.
m; .it Lewwtoo. returned home
Emulus Benson and family have re1.4 wtrk.
turned from Shelburne. Ν. H., where
<
C. Colby has been
quite thev have been during the winter.
Mr.
ill the past week but is said to Benson will return to Shelburne to
work a while longer.
be proving.
~

λ

:

rk "f grading the Cummings
.,α of the court house grounds

The Democrat is glad to report that
Capt. G. C. Pratt, who has been in very
feeble health all winter, is so as to get
He was here shakout to the village.
ing hands with his friends the last of
the week.

ha» I en resumed.
}·

>tearns.
r.

who has been at work

the winter, is
Mis. C. C. Colby.

rough

at

with his

H-:irv A. Wing, city
wa> in town Tuesday,
in the Probate Court.

Old way and wife attended the
meeting of the Grand Commandery, L
G. C., in Portland Wednesday, as
delegates from Arcadia Commandery of
Mis.> Olive Swett supplied
this place.
for Mrs. Ordway for the day, as teacher
of the grammar school.
S. C.

marshal of

;

,·

λ

t,

having

»»

I,

:

r

inl Berry, superintendent of the
ry. and family, have moved into a
ÎU-nry >teams' Lou»e ou Pleasant

The ladies of the Relief Corps will
i;ive a baked bean and salad supper at
A. R. Hall. Saturday evening, April
After supper there will be
at 6:30.
a short program consisting of recitations,
music, etc. Supper and entertainment
10 cents. All are cordially invited.

Helen and Elsie Holman have
:':..tnk> >f the Democrat fur a very
μ.·
bunch of Mayflowers which
ι: .»
tl. ν !>: ught in Thursday.
M

sharp, cunning legerde
worthy a place in a town war

necessary, are

»

purpose,
money for
be done without funds, so I say. voters
There ar<
of Paris, let it not be raised.
only two ways for the town to adopt—
reconsider the vote to build, then pass
over all of that article which seems to bt
filled with plans and funds, and prevents
the town from having a fair voice, aftei
the word village, and have only the firs!
lines to act on. The article would then
read. "To see what action the town
will take in relation to providing additional school room in South Paris village," and this would give the town a
chance to act.
The other would be to pass over all of
that article and wait for future time,
and if there is not a possible way to have
a hitrh school otherwise, accept the offer
of Paris Hill Academy and have a school
! this year there, as <500 was raised for
that purpose, and let me say it is no
farther for scholars to go from South
Paris to Paris Hill than from Paris Hill
to South Paris, and the rest of the town
can be convened best on the Hill, and the
town relieved of this great expense.
Voters of Paris, do you fully realize
what this means, to build a new house
under that article, which says "by the
plans here submitted"? The cost by
them was §KÎ,000, and certainly would
reach $10.000, and your tax and mine
would be nearly doubled in town. I feel
not to do it. aud rebel and say to all,
rally and let us dispose of these unpleasant and embarrassing matters, and let all
go to the adjourned meeting with fairness and considerate judgment, and stay
till the matter is settled.
H. G. Bkowx.
West Paris.

I

BASE BALL.
HIGH SCHOOL TEAM WINS SKCOND GAME
FBOM WEST

ΓΑΚΙ8.

P^Ccliirt,

iT;

Kin

hel'l at

Pari·. >»

*ni

Ksfels.'S'inSi.ISIèskr*

MeettnjfT^dl^reTe

Mreatod bT

causing

copy of this

a

they

with
Knowl

A

HILLMAX, late of P*rl·, «le

κ

WASTE TOUR MONET
On something said to be just as good.
Get the True "L. F." Atwood's Bitters
the first tiiue and be relieved of your
bilious headache.
DON'T

compensation voted the fire de
partment is for each of the twelve meet
ings fifty cents, for each fire one dollar
The matter of street lighting was lefi

McINTIBE, ward.

TRIPS SUCCESSFUL.

Our stock of these goods has arrived and is complete and up-to-date·
Prices reasonable. Come in and see us. Perhaps we can save you money.

roll,

through

t

across
soon

Hobbs' Variety Store

That New Suit suae
ready

NORWAY, MAINE.

,,w "
for you to
It don't take such an awful lot of money to
dress well, whtn you know where to trade.
We are showing all the new styles of suits from
the best makers. In the Conservative, Half Military
and Norfolk Yoke Suits.

I have one Colonial Style, mahogany
Pease piano, 7J octave, almost new,
for 9185.

One walnut case Poole
new, for 9400, worth

STAND~LIKE

I have

{^t,he.

a

nice oak case organ at Rum-

ford Falls, 11 stops, that I will sell at a
great trade.
One second liaml Estey organ at South
Paris, almost new, for 855.
One second hand Worcester organ,

Wanted.

Large

£· ïïSJp*5
u/MS&r&W
South
Oxford, and
Norway.

in

Paris,
rarK,
Peeled pop'ar to be delivered on cars at II. R.
station
Paris, Bryant's Pond and Locke's

line of

Plush

WesU'aril àalne.

j

i

#·

I

for

plush

For Sale!
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JAMES N. FAVOR,
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Order osts and if you don't like
It, return it end net your money.

42 44 46
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By Mall
6c. extra

fâûtjpOMlêâb

Temple Store, Boston

Tremont

Savings Bank,

South Paris
on

Maine,
day of March, 1902.

Paris,

Soutb.

As it Existed

twenty-sixth

the

N. DAYTON BOLSTER, President.

GEORGE M. ATWOOD, Treasurer.

UIABIlilTIES.
$281,002 15
(5,142 "·!
Reserve Fund,
7.217 32
Special Reserve Fund,
Undivided Profits,
5,140 72

Deposits,

Norway,

St.,

II

Statement of the Condition of the

Trunks anH Suit Cases.

good j

·|··||' ——>111 ΤΜΠ

a

^ '',ς

\

plain
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II

STORE
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Weight
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$2.50-

Wanted.
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patterns
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new

Robes
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Maine

nearly new
A few fruit trees on the
|

Carpenters
Apply

(

•

j

1

"Wf

BILL'KUS BLOCK,

§nutli Paris.

BOSTON'S

•ri! ri

Wheeler,

W. J.

"Norway water.

Ε·

11

SEND FOR CATALOGUES.

W. A. BARROWS,
South Paris, Maine.

Μ11,β·

Paris,-F. H. IVoyeS Company,-Norway.

So.

One second hand square piano, a nice
one, for 8115, worth $140.

STAND FOR SALF !
subie.
8out?Varie,'TOnsîstin^o''hou*e^eÎÎennd
I
and in good
90x200
Buildings

boy here, and you'll

You'll hit it if you clothe the
miss it if you don't.

stops, in nice condition, for 845
One second hand Dver ά Ilughes, six
octave, walnut case, never been hurt,
that cost S12.>, for 865.

HERMAN McKEEN.
West Paris, April 18,1902.
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Nobby Top Coats- "Newest creations.

almost

One second hand Ivers & Pond piano,
walnut case, for 8250, worth $300.

£"cul>j;
Jim

lût-

piano,

sold in most stores for $12 and

are

Ask to see the VITALS BRAND and T. S. &
C. CO. clothing ; none better. Men's Suits of every
description, $16 down to $5.

case.

NOTICE.

ot

Such suits

hand instruments.

Notice is hereby given that I *&"Ι1 not
the part of my farm known as the Eai-tcrs Lot
and therefore shall not build ft °cC
same, which will hereafter be known as wild
land of Maine.

repair

Special Values at $10 and $12.
$14.

a

nice t ades in second

some

Indebted

HOLDS UP A CONGRESSMAN.
"At the end of the campaign," writes
Champ Clark. Missouri's brilliant con"from overwork, nervous
gressman,
teneion, loss of sleep and constant speaking 1 had about utterly collapsed. It
frightened and broke the whiffletree and seemed that all the organs in my body
ladies were thrown from were out of order, but three bottles of
I shaft. Both
the carriage. The horse ran down Water Electric Bitters made me all right. It's
and Bridge to Main Street opposite the the best all-around medicine ever sold
Elm House where the accident to Judge over a druggist's counter."
Over-workDavis occurred.
ed, run-down men and sickly women
its
held
The Veranda Club
meeting gain splendid health and vitality from
with Mrs. Dorcas Barrows Thursday- Electric Bitters. Try them. Only 50c.
and
afternoon
evening.
Guaranteed by Shurtleff & Co., South
The electric car Wednesday morning Par s; Noyes Drug Store, Norway.
Street
the
Paris
at
track
the
jumped
A STONE WALL
crossing.
Between your children and the tortures
I W. C. Hobbs of Lynn, Mass., visited
in town during the past week.
of itching and burning eczema, scaldThe Baptist Sewing Circle met with head or other skin diseases.—How?
Falls
Tuesday why, by using Bucklen's Arnica Salve,
Mrs. Wm. Pratt at the
afternoon.
earth's greatest healer. Quickest cure
this
from
ι
Several members
place visit- for Ulcers, Fever Sores, Salt Rheum,
ed Kora Temple, Lewiston, Thursday Cuts, Burns or Bruises.
Infallible for
evening.
piles. 25c. at F. A. Shurtleff & Co.,
Prof. F. W. C. Wiggin of the Inter- South Paris; Noyes Drug Store, Nornational Correspondence Schools, Scranway, drug stores.
ton, Penn., was in town this week on
business.
WHAT THIN
is having imIs a greater power of digesting and
j Mrs. B. W. Greenleaf
Main
on
assimilating food. For them Dr. King's
provements made to her house
Street.
They
New Life Pills work wonders.
her
is
Mrs. Albert Thompson
visiting
tone and regulate the digestive organs,
the
at
the
from
W.
W.
Whitmareh,
all
Mrs.
sister.
syspoisons
gently expel
Elm House.
tem, enrich the blood, improve appetite,
Mrs. Jennie Frost, we understand, will make healthy flesh.
Only 25c at Shurthave charge of the ice cream parlor in leff & Co., South Paris; Noyes Drug
Block, recently opened by F. H. Store, Norway.
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large stock of new
Pianos and Organs, and have

"cL^INDAM.

Drug Store, Norway.

F. A. SHURTLEFF & CO.

10 and 12 1-2 cents.

I have

nopy-AttP-t·^·

WU,LnOBA^AmeKEENE,

CO.,

SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.
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A. SHURTLEFF &

wear.

by W. S. Cliaae, guardian.
Nelson S. Swift of Locke's Mills has
STHFL llorGHTON. ward, of Paris. Arbeen granted an increase of pension to ooMt
ented for allowance by M. M. Hough
ton, guardian.
310.00 per month.
Rollins Hammond of South WoodADDISON E. HFBBICK,
juiige ol said Court.
stock has been granted an increase to
\ trr.e
■312.00 per month.
^ 1>ARK> neglsler.
James W. Powers of Bryant's Pond
has received an increase to $17.00.
NOTICE.
A widow's pension of $8.00 per
The subscrit«er hereby gives
month has been issued to Drusilla Dunn, been duly appointed executor of the last win
South Paris.
HOOPER, late of Buckfleld
"
In the County of Oxford, deceased. an<'.
£nd« as the law direct". All persons having
REVEALS A GREAT SECRET.
demands against the estate of
It is often asked how such startling iipflfretl to υ resent the same for settlement, Λ™
thereto are requested to make pay
cures, that puzzle the best physicians, all
ment Immediately.
are effected by Dr. King's New DiscovnrrnsTFR.
natr.n.
Y1RUIL P. Γ>Ε'
1902.
15th.
April
ery for Consumption. Here's the secret.
It cuts out the phlegm and germ-infectNOTICE.
ed mucus, and lets the life-giving oxygen
The subscriber hereby tfves notice
enrich and vitalize the blood. It heals has been duly appointed executor of the last
the inflamed, cough-worn throat and
late of BucMeW
lungs. Hard colds and stubborn coughs In the bounty of Oxford, deceased, ami slven
r
AU
soon yield to Dr. King's New Discovery, bonds as the law directs.
are
the most infallible remedy for all Throat demands against the estate of said deceasedami
desired to present the same for settlement,
and Lung diseases. Guaranteed bottles all Indebted thereto are requested to make pay
Trial bottles free at ment Immediately.
50c. and 31.00.
l-rkh r.OLE
-*Lt
April 15th, 1902.
Shurtleff «t Co.'s, South Paris; Noyes
Kh__L
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»
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F. A. SHURTLEFF & CO.

are now
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We are pretty well known.
"
somt
r
which
the
editor.
said
been suggested against
ex> utrix without bond.
'Finely,'
Subsequently
no infant—146 years old—began busi
some
be
the
Demo
not
wa.
could
friend
surprise.
"The
he was married in Portland and
expressed
urged,
objections
ness on this little island (New York) it
Farm known ast4SawtelIe Farm".
"
'Yes,' said the editor, 'the paper is crat is of the opinion that, in view ol
O. H. Hersev ο Î
afterward divorced.
Have been making paint and 1 Contains ioo acres, situated ι mile
1754.
all
It
the
through
thi
>
the
all
circumstances,
Webber,
goes
proposée
plan
Mrs.
for
everywhere.
Portland appeared
going
noise in the world ever since.
Must be sold at
from South Paris.
ev·' utrix named in the will, and intro
Ohio, all through the United States, and is the one that will come nearer to satis
The Best on the Market to-day. The price
And there isn't a man, alive or dead
dined the three witnesses to the will to every country in the world. In fact, fying the requirements at reasonabli that wouldn't testify for us, if you shoul< I once to close estate. Price and terms
for the
and
is $3.00 for the boot,
week
L
last
wil
I had to mortgage my house
who testified regarding its execution
expense than any other, and that it
reasonable. Inquire of
stir him up.
them but we
describe
find favor with the voters.
cannot
We
II il James S. Wright, who appeared t< > to keep it from going to hell.'
Oxfords.
We grind lead and zinc in linseed oi 1
&
GRAY.
WILSON
in
That's ou
in
all together.
oppose the will in behalf of the son,
We have six
C*RO OP THANKS
want you to see them.
Governor Hill has appointed the fol by machinery,
ti lied no evidence, but cross-exam in
on the profit—ma
We
live
business.
NOTICE.
to convey our heartfelt lowing persons as delegates to the na
i
Ε
and
desire
D
We
in
the
C,
Oxfords, B,
the boot and six
βΊ the witnesses to the will, and argue<
Painters mi:
chinery over hand work.
The subscriber hereby elves notice that li<
to the many friends and netgh- tional conference of charities and cor
the
♦liât all the circumstances tended t< , thanks
hae been duly appointed administrator ol
They ar(
Wide. We can simply fit you.
their acts of kindness and rection to be held at Detroit, Mich. their paint by hand—they imagine
who,
by
bors,
,
hav
:
must
of
estate
show that undue influence
do—they half mix it. We grind together theMOSES
to ease the long and weari- May 2S to June 3: Professor A. W. An
serviceable
and
F. 8PAULDING, late of Bumner,
love
1
helped
in
fitting
Kimbal
Mr.
less
costs
been brought to bear upon
monej
whole-mix. Better and
elegant
and
In the County of « 'xford, deceased, and glvei
some sickness of our dear daughter,
thony, Lewiston; Mrs. George S. Hunl
t<> make this will, and that he afterwar
We are the very best friend the paintc
bonds aa the law directs. All persona havlnj
Come in and see them. Please remember w<
also for the many tokens of »ymP»th> Mrs. L. M. N. Stevens, Mrs. £. F
c
of said deceaso< [
h
β
estate
the
Herrici
whether
demanda
knows
its
he
existence.
if
against
Judge
it—yes,
has,
forgot
W
in our tinal
sent
Zenas
Mrs.
flowers
for
settlement
Thompson,
same
the
beautiful
Wentworth,
have at all times, one of the most
He can't afford not t 0 are desired to present
allowed the will. Mr. Wright then gav « and
knows it or not.
neai H.
and all Indebted thereto an requested to maki i
Brownson, Portland; Charles S
bereavement. May kind friends be
caston
and Sui
the
are
We
notice that he should tile an appeal, an
it.
know
stocks of Footwear, Trunks,
of sorrow, Hichborn, Augusta; Mrs. Hannah J
payment Immediately. LEWIS H. BISBEE.
to comfort them in their hour
We save them both mone: '·
moved for the appointment of a specii
April 15th, 1901.
er's friend.
Ε
lowest
Clara
Miss
the
are
our
and
Centre;
the
State
as they have helped to
in
Winthrop
Cases
even
Bailey,
Yours truly,
administrator to act during the penc
Mb. and Mrs. C. F. r akkab.
Farwell, Rockland; Rev. George Vi 49
NOTICE.
He said there wer e
F. W. Devob & Co.
are never undersold.
We
ency of the appeal.
Hinckley, Fairfield.
some horses in the estate which were b<
P. S.--F. P. Stone sells our jaint.
The subscribers hereby give notice that the; r
Yours
The body of Harry Wilder, who die
have been duly appointed administrators of th 1
ing kept on expense aud should be dii
Bath
in
Carnegie has offered to donate $20,0G
Αρη
his home
from
A CARD.
estate
appeared
mai
other
on coi ι..
posed of at once, as well as
at
Rockland,
of
ute
mei
a
Oxford.
for
A
library
JONE8|
Meadows
public
Γ 7 was found in the New
We, the undersigned, do hereby agn
ters that needed immediate attentioi
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and give:
dition that the city provides 12,000 ai iten days later. Wilder
on a 50-cent bott
law directs. AU persons havtn,
a to refund the money
I®
furnishes
Ju<lge Ilerrick said that he had no ai about
and
1 bonds aa the
maintenance
for
clocl
ο
10
at
nually
Bath
in
It
seeu leaving a house
demanda against the estate of said deoeaaed ar
of Greene's Warranted Syrup of Tar if
1
thority to appoint such an admistraU
is
site.
the same for settlement, an
it
and
to
I
desired
sup
e
present
Yi
cold.
April 7,
Monday
fails to cure your cough or
"util the appeal was before tbe cour
I all Indebted thereto are requested to make paj
of the L.
Salesman
to pro' •
but that under the circumstances t « posed he fell from the bridge hie
W. Pottle has been re tu rat d also guarantee a 25-cent bottle
A.
Rev.
Ε. N. SWETT, Manager and Salesman. F. W. FAUNCE,
wa. ,
while on
J0HN „ J0Kla
W!
or money refunded.
Par te I
South
the
113.3.
to
should require a bond of the executri χ Β and B. railway
conference
the
telephone
DODGE.
HARRY I.
weastern
old and wa by
i April 15th, 1902.
in the sum of $200U, which Mr. H erst ν home. He was 30 years
I liamson Λ Kimball; Ernest P. Parlin.
1 Methodist church.
employed by the Maine Central.
aaid would be furnished.
Κ

\

»

Pharmacy

MATTERS.

PENSION

of

At the

Our prices

for those papers

ufrrfRT G. EMMONS, late of Paris, del etltlon for allowance out of persona
«•eased
estate
by Annie L. Emmons, widow.
m*RY H

a

selling

book agents.

^ceweJ

pre^nted

MANY OTHER THINGS TO MAKE YOUR FISHING

wall paper fac-

some

tories

DeSHON, late of Canton, defor license to convey real
In
to a bond given by
preaented by the exccutore.

SÎ^accJnUng

Police.
The

by

\Mbby

qiDin

cents

You will need

is at hand.

which prioe is yet named

ri.ORlNDA B. PETTINGILL, late of Hartfort dwseawl. Petition for the appointment of
a* admlnlatrator presented by
j.mM
•aid Llbby, a creditor.

business.
ford Falls Railway against the Papei ceased
Petition
Ned Cross will open a bicycle shop ο 1
Company, in which judgment has already
this
season.
her life time,
Bridge Street
been rendered for the railroad.
It is understood that Frank L. Wileoi 1
p, |7 4
A
The findings of the auditor are in
TILTON, late of Buckfleld. dewill stay in Arizona for some months.
ceased. First and flnal account pre se η tel for
favor of the railroad upon all points.
Ttlton.
Gilbert
allowance
The annual corporation meeting wa *
by
occuauditor
the
The hearing before
held at the Opera House Monday even
several weeks and was conducted
pied
The
following officers wer by Clifford, Verrill Je Clifford in behalf balance
ing.
remaining In his hands presented 5
elected:
of the paper company and Gov. Cleaves James S. Wright, administrator.
Moderator.
C. P. Barnes,
of the railin
behalf
Bisbee
D.
and
Geo.
YUAN Γ». SMALL, late of Andover, deC. G. Mason, Clerk and Treasurer.
road.
ceased
First and final account present»:i for
(îeorge A. Cole, Collector.
C. S. Akersand H. L. Horn«
allowance by Orange F. Small, administrator.
Geo P. Hathaway, Chief Engineer.
John P. Culllnan, 1st Assistant.
T. P. Richardson. 3d AssUtant.
G. A. Morse, J. P. Edwards, Π. E. Mixer, S
G. Match, G. Ε. Walker and G. W. Cheney, Fin !

20 to 50

Season

Fishing

The

that have

papers,

F. A. SHURTLEFF & CO,

F. A. SHURTLEFF & CO.

RODS, REELS, LINES, HOOKS, BASKETS, FLIES AND

before, and this

formerly been sold from

snnexed, presented by William

on.

ever

grade

see cause.

irks A

lower this year

are

applies espeoially to high

¥h«

"

etae
£«ώβ,
wllf

on

Uneoà^8*pborp'

than

«south

EOT.3S 5 S*.ri 'IKK s t
dock In the forenoon, and be heanl thereon

j*

Λ

Prices

order to w

tKit they

Pari·, In said County,

r°

Papers

Wall

probate h ΟΤΙce*.
To all persons interested In either of the Batatei

RUMFORD FALLS ROAD WIN&
Charles A. Strout, Esq., who was ap
ted auditor in the suit of Rumforc
OHUKCIIBS
lis Paper Co. va. Portland and Ram
CcnifregmttoMl Church, Be*. B.
ford Fails Railway has'filed his report ii
a.''r^oa^,
m iceut, P*«or
Preaching service Sonda ,·
Court. Suit wai
8abbath School, asm M.; Men • the Cumberland Supreme
*°
Α·.*·;
ο
Prayer Meeting at β 40; Social Meeting, 7.15 1 r. brought by the Rumford Palls Paper Co
Thura<ii
«·; regular weekly Prayer Meeting,
and Rumford Fall·
£ against the Portland
evening; Y. p. 8/C. Kl
Railway to recover the sum of $13,935.50
in*
30.
PnlverealUt Church, Bar. Caroline B. Ansel ■. as excess payments made for freight 01
Pastor. Preaching service oa Sunday, at 102
paper shipped by the Paper Companj
IS v.; T. P. C. I
A. 1·.; Sabbath School,
from Rumford Falls to Portland, froir
meeting, 7 .-00 r. u.
Par©
p.
B.
F.
Rev.
Pickett,
Church.
Methodist
May 20, 1885, to April 16, 1898.
A. M.; Sabbath Schoo ?
The plaintiff further claimed damagec
1l?Sich,BK„fe«^loe.l03u
12
Λ0 m.; Social Evening Meeting, 7.Ό0 r. M
of the
class mee t! in the sum of $3,437.31 by reason
evening;
Prmy2L?eeClB*·
alleged failure of the defendant to per
Id?. Friday evening.
Pasto
Cotton.
E.
8.
Rev.
Baptist Church.
form its alleged agreement to construct
service, 10» a. m.: Sabbath Schoo
Prwjehln*
its tracks at Rumford Falls in such a
12 .-00 κ. Prayer Meeting Sonaay evening 7 r. 1 ι.
manner as to relieve the plaintiff from
New boat houses are being erected ο 1 the cartage of all supplies to its mill.
Water Street,
The case was heard before the auditoi
George Millett was at Minot recent! in connection with the case of the Rum-

NORWAY.

with the assessors. The Cottage Streel
light was also left to the assessors U
locate. A hydrant and light were votec
: for Elm Street and the location of eacl
left with the assessors. Voted to en
large the engine house on Main Street
J Voted the sum of Î4000 and that the
same should become payable Nov. 15
with interest at t! per cent after Jan. 1,
'03, to May 1, after that time 10 per ceni
The meet
interest on all unpaid taxes.
ing was well attended and reports oi
various officers received marked attention.
I While Judge Herrick C. Davis was
crossing the street to the Elm House
Wednesday morning he was knocked
He was
down by a runaway horse.
taken into the Elm House in an insensiwhere he was attended by
j ble condition His
wounds were dressed
physicians.
and he was then able to ride to his home,
back and he
j The horse struck him in the the
teams in
was either thrown against
the street or the horse kicked him in the
broken
was
face. The bridge of his nose
and several bad gashes on the face were
the result of the accident. While he is
very lame no internal injury exists. The
home was driven by Mrs. Elbridge Stone
and Miss Louise Brown of Waterford,
i who were on their way to visit the
Misses Balççr in this village. At the
pumping station the horse became

Pythian Sunday will be the third Sun- cunning, surely. voted to build a new
Well, the town
day in May. The sermon before Hamthe
lin Lodge will be given by Kev. C. C. house, but did not vote to raise
and it will nol
that

—Second and fourth Mondays oi

c

,,

B.

Everybody please remember that main, not
Pinafore is to be given in May. and lay
What can be done must be dom >
rant.
•aside your email change so as to be ready
in the manner of the call therein, am 1
to go.
we roust take the whole dose or répudiât·
Advertised letters in South Paris post it all.
office April 21:
If accepted, we have this unprecedent
Mr ο. ι PtOe.
ed and singular muzzle placed therein
C ol. Oitst"Said new house to be erected accordMrs. J. W. Chute received word last
ing to the plans herewith presented U
week of the suddeu death in I-ancaster, the town,
approved by the Superintend
Mass., of her brother's wife, Mrs. E. P. ing School Committee,'* giving the town
of
Sweden.
Woodbury, formerly
no chance to direct or discuss—sharp

!iT evening of each week.—Aurori
::.'tir*t and third Mon<lay evealngi

-v

ν

W.

Theological Seminary supplied the pulpit at the Baptist church Sunday.

THE SCHOOL HOUSE QUESTION.
Editor Democrat:
I may not be able to attend the tow u
meeting, and ae you have allowed opii μ
ions tu go into your paper, please alio r
me a word there.
I am astonished at the reckleunet β
0
with which voters are called upon t n
give, grant and raise moneys which ai Β
not strictly necessary with the practic θ
of good economy, all over the country •
and especially in the good old town «
Paris. If there is not suitable room fc Γ
the great number of scholars at Sout il
Paris, in the school hohses now, ther
should be more, but let it be done wit J
due care to the interests of the towi
The plan to make an addition to th Β
an
brick house is consistent, safe
prudent, but to take that down and buil j
on the spot new is reckless waste: am j
to build new on a new lot and sell th
old house and lot is loss of any reason
able assistance, as the amount realize* j
would be so small.
Now I believe the addition plan th }
most advisable and for the interest ο j
the town, but can it be done under th }
article in the warrant? It looks to me a
if it could not, and the conditions !
whether intentional or not, to preven
such alterations and additions as an *
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...
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Shirt Waists!

—-

(f.'ugtiter

BH^enettl'Î'dâS^htl'r.10

K'œbaJu'iliiSîi?·10
M? wïjtaaÎTdM/bteÎ.6'

PRICES

FROM

50

WAISTINGS—by

CENTS

the

$3 50.

TO

yard, 1"/^ίΓηΙηΓ-

■

DRESSMAKING

JALKL·

MRS. L B. ANDREWS,
PARIS,

BLOCK,

Opening !

Millinery
Wednesday

A.

E.

MRS.

HOWE'S,

Thursday, Apr. 9 & 10.

&

special

lady

CHARLES S. LEWIS

MRS.

The

For Sale!

E.

A.

HOWE,

Evangeline

IS THE NEW BOOT F07 LADIES.

$2.50

$3.00

styles

j

style, perfect

_

5

I

tF

evening.

Bags
prices

painter's

comforts

°fARAH

I

Truly,

iSMILEY SHOE STORE
MAINE.
!

satisfactory

complet)

NORWAY,

y

SÛ

WANTED.

PUBLIC Fl'NDS OWNED.
I
County of Bourbon, Khij., lis, 1909, Fun llnjr
Hardin, Ο., 6s, 1904-5, Ditch
Lyon, Kan., 4s, 190-j, Refunding,....
City of Boston, Mass., It 'g. 3 1-2·*, IMS
Columbus, O..S I S·», 1921, Scb. Dl»t.,
Dulutli, Minn., 5s, 11)06, In·!. Sell. DUt.,...
Isbpemlng, Mlcb., 4*, 1916, Sell Diet
Kansas Cfty, Mo., 3 l-2s, 1919, Sell. Diet.......
.Muskegon, Mlcb., 4h. 1U17. »t. Imp.,
Sioux City, la tie, 1902 Refunding,
Sioux City, la., 6s, l'.ioi, Refunding

1,00)

3.1 Ml

2,i>00
5,000
Ι,οοο

2,ooo

3,000
5,000
4,000

3,165 00
5,075 00
4,240 00

500

500 00

I 31,000 00

# 5,000
2,uoo

♦
Total railroad bonds of Maine
1
Brooklyn ΓηΙοη Elevated, Ν. V 4·5β, 1950
Canton-Masslllon Electric, Ο., 3s, l'.'W
Chicago A West Michigan, Scrip.........
Citizen*' Electric Street, Newburyport, Ma β., 5.·», 19.Ό,.
Dee Molne* Street, la., 6s, 191S,...
De» Moines Suburban Street, la., 6s, 1'.'-1
Detro:; A Mackinac, 4s, 1996
.'w, 1'J12
Haverhill A Amesbury street,
Hereford, 4s, 1 '.'to,
I.ehlgh A New York, 4s, 11)45
Leominster A Clinton St., Ma*»·, .">·■<, 11)17,
Lexington A Boston St., Mass., 4 l-2s, 1920,
New Bedford, MbMleboroA Brockton St., Mass.,5), 1Λ0,
Northern l'aclllc, General Lien, 3s, 2047,
...

....

5,400 00
2,000 00

I 4,750
1,600.00

f 5,000 00
15,000 0J

I 3,000.00
15,000y00

$

510

550 HI
5,3 «I 00
3,000 00
lu,200 00
If20 00
5,100 00
5,200 00

5,000
3,000
10,1100
1,000
5,000
5,000
2,000
β,000
5,000
10,000
3,500

i 76,010

corporation bomls of Maine,
Light Co., N. 11., 5s, 1916
RAILROAD STOCK OWNED.
Detroit A Mackinac, Beneficial Interest,
CORPORATION STOCK OWNED.

$ 20,080

t 5,ooo
5,000
2,000

1,950 00
6.1S0 00
5,13000
10,500 00
2,272 25

I 5,000 00
5,000 00

2.000 0»)
1,IKS) 00
7,000 00

7,000

Total

Masonic Bullil'ng Association, So. Paris
Mt. Mica Bul ling Association, So. Paris
Richmond Water Company
Sanborn Shoe Shop Company, Norway,

5u0 00

5,OUI 00
5,000 00

1,955 00
6,000 00
5,000 00
10,000 00
2,500 00

1*5,000 00
5,000 00

2,000 00
SoWOO

7,00000
19,SSO

4,500 00

t 5,000 00

*

I

2,400

$ 1,200 00

#

$ 1,000
1,000
2,S>0

I 1,000 00
1,000 00
2,«00 00

$ 1,000 00
1,000 00
2,000 00

300

...

150 00

4SI) 00

700
500

7.V> 00
540 00

$

l.lsOOO
1,52000
2,767 50
1,100 00
1.020 0O
13,200 00

750

15,200

412 00
4,715 00

400

4,100

700 00
500 00

$

1,000 00
ι,οοοοο
2,700 00
1,000 00
750 00

14,700 00

40 J 00
4,100 00

26,860 00

# *,400

Company

Norway Building Association,,
People's Gas Light A C jke Co., Buffalo, Ν. Y.,.

t 8,400 00

9 7,900 00

ltooouo

$ 1,000 00

2,775 92

2,775 92

*

LOANS ON CORPORATION STOCK.
Paris Manufacturing Company,
Pine Tree Aqueduct Company, South Paris

75 00

400 00
t«0 00

$

STOCK.

$

φ

I

Loans on names
Loans on life Insurance policies,
Loans on personal property
Loan on South Paris Savings Bank book
Loans on mortgages of real estate

—

10000
46 25
700 oo
376 $0

400 00
60 00

3,850 92

460 00

700 00

8,500 00
1,000 00

8,500 00
1,000 00

LOANS TO CORPORATIONS.
First Congregation il Parish, South Paria
Masonic Building Association, South Paris,...
Pythian Building Association. South Paris
South Paris Library Association

7,900 00

75 00

700 00

Auburn Trust Company
Bank of Calloway, Neb......
First National Bank, Lincoln, Neb

Real estate, Investment

4AHW

4,100

1,000
1,000
2,700
1,000

LOANS ON CORPORATION BONDS.
Grecnbush Water Company, New York,

5,000 00

100 00

5,100

φ 27,350

OTUER BANK STOCK OWNED.

$

100 00
46 2»
700 00
376 80

10,200 00

1,223 06

815 70
2,622 00
660 00
310 00
72,362 79

$ 7,000 00
Moo 59

.....

Real estate, foreclosure
Premium

10,000 00

5,000

$
corporation stock owned,
NATIONAL BANK STOCK OWNED.
$
Canal National Bank, Portland
Casco National Bank, Portland,
First National Bank, Bath,
Klr-t National Bank, Lewlstou
Klrst National Bank, Portland
Manufacturers' National Bank, Lewlston...............
Merchants' National Bank, Portland
National Shoe and Leather Bank, Auburn
National Trader's Bank, Portland
Norway National Bank, Norway,

LOANS ON BANK

3 000 00

*

Total

owned,

51o 00

5,000 00

74,465

1,0*0

Littleton Water A

00

6,150 00

",000
5,000
15,000

Maine,
CORPORATION BONDS OWNED.
American Realty Company, 5s, 190$, Opt.
Be-lln Mille Company, 5s, 1913
Maine Water Company, 5s, p.ctl
Norway Shoe Shop Company, 5s, Optional,
Ox fori County Loan Λββ'η, Norway, 5e, opt.,...
Total railroad bomle out of

Auburn Trust

4,500 00

4,500

....#31,000

public funJe owne·!
RAILROAD BONDS OWNED.
Aroostook Northern, 5», 1947
Phillips A Range ley, 5β, 1910
Total

Total national bank stock

I 1,130 DO
3,120 00
2,050 00
5,325 OO
1,035 00
2,130 00

account,.

Expense account,.
Cash
Cash

on
on

deposit,
hand,....

$

—

...

4,448 38

Unpaid accrued Interest,
Due depositors, earned dividend aud accrued State tax,
Estimated market value of resources above
deposits, earned dividend and State tax
Annual expensos,

72

1.' A 33

$1,100.

liability for

$300,501 92

$310,560 21
287,097 13
$ 23,513 06

F. E. TIMBERLAKE, Bisk Examtaer.

HOMEMAKEBS' COLUMN.
UorrwDonUeocc on topic· of Interest to the huUet
ie solicited. Addreee: Editor Hokskaxkb·'
COLciat, Oxford Democrat, Pull. Malnv.

South Paris.

Pianos and Organs,
Piano Stools,

Covers

For Bilious and Nervous Disorders, such as
Wind audi Pain la the Stomach, Sick Headache,
Γ Giddiness, Fulness and Swelling after meals,Diiziness and Drowsiness, Cold Chills. Flush inn of
Heat, Loss of Appetite, Shortness or Breaih.Costiveness. Blotches on the Skin, Disturbed Sleep,
Frightful Dreams, and all Nervous and Trembling Sensations, etc. Theae ailments all arise
from a disordered or abused condition of the
BaMta·'· PtUm, taken as directed, will
quickly restore Female· 10 complete health. They
promptly remove any obstruction or irregularity
of the system. For s
Weak Stomach, Impaired

Digestion. Sick
Heailacfce, Disordered Liver, etc.,
they act like magic—a few doses will work won·
► ders upon the Vital Organs ; Strengthening the
restoring the long-lost Comf Muscular System,back
the keen edje of Appetite,
plexion, bringing
with
the
Aom6s#0 at Momtth
and arousing

tlïroving'olf
»ri

frame. For
>·
renowned. These
»"ds, in all claS«, of

AND

...

We

vr

u*MLm u4

tn*i

b*

f*TRiTrWrrLK

FRM

4·ϋ»·Τ7·
F»» ι·ΐ'.ι«ιυ wb· ρ·? «ipr····*· ©β!»
r
■ to«·fimiMU
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M
LMkll
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■
un.

Philadeiphu.

a*i Are* Street.
•31

Disc, Spading and

CATARRH

THE
CLEAXOHt;
ΑΛΙ» HKALIXU
ΟΓΚΕ FOB

CATARRH
Easy

use.

We

pleasant

HarCultivators, die.

agents for the

Harvesting Machinery.

Α. XV. Walker&ûion,

oialh
Mar.

Malar.

Paris,

11,1'JOl.

Kodol
Cure

to

Jurtous '!ruj{.
it 1* quickly Λ b*orbe<l
tilves Relief at

also

and
and

We have In stock three full car loads of Fertilizer*. We carry four of the leading brands.

lu-

no

are

W)lter A. Wood

Balm

Contain*

for

Spring-tooth

Planters,

rows, Corn

!§

Cream
Ely's ami

headquarters

We can show you tome of the beet swivel
tan<i «Me plows Id the market, both In steel
wood beams. We have

α·

«·π>

«««M

are

Farming Tools and Fertilizers.

NERVE RESTORER
tr«i

once.

Open*an·!. leansesthe1
VaMl PMMgM.
A Haye Inflammation.

C0LP1* HEAD

Heals an<l l'rotects the Membrane. Restore*
the Senses of Taste ana Smell. Large Size 90
cents. Trial SLse Inc. at Druggist* or by mall.
ELY BROTHERS, 36 Warreu Street. Sew York.

Dyspepsia
what
Digests

Satsuma Interior Enamels

you eat.

This reparation contains all of the
digestants and digests all kinds of
food. It gives instant relief and never
are better than paint.
nails to cure. It allows you to eat all
They work easy, make a smooth sur- the food you want. The most sensitive
face, and any one can apply them to st< machs can take it. By its use many
walls, ceilings, inside woodwork, pan- thousands of dyspeptics have been
tries, kitchen:» and furniture.
Many cured after everything else failed. Is
beautiful tints.
The surface is non- : uuequallcd for the stomach. Childabsorbent and can be kept bright and ; ren with weak stomachs thrive on it.
First dose reiietee. Δ diet unnecessary.
clean by wiping with a damp cloth.
Don't |<ay fancy prices when
furnish vou "Sat»uma Interior

same

price

ordinary paint.

as

vour

'lenler will
at the

Heath it

by

11345878
1 may be α certain kind of fashionable cart. It may be a certain kind of
ruler used in drawing.

1, 2, 3, a beverage.
2, 3, 4, 5, every one of two

or more

In-

dividuals.
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, to instruct.
5, β. a personal pronoun, masculine.
5, β, 7, a personal pronoun, feminine.

5, 8. 7, 8, her own.
1. 2, 3. 4. 5, β, 7, 8, those who preach
without regular ordination.
No. tM.—Charade.

first will snap and growl and bite
And make a dreadful fuss
And Is often known to quarrel and flght
And stir up a canine "muss."
My encoND's often hard to paySometimes It can't be done—
And then, perhaps, the boss will say,
"I don't run this for fun."
My whole keeps moving swift and alow
And prevents stagnaUon, well you know.

My

W—Bird·

No.

and

Beheaded

Cur-

tailed.

Deprived of head and tail, a bird allied to the crow becomes an invocation
to the Vlrtfn Mary.
A bird which frequents the banks of
rivers and the seashore will become
ardently attached.
A bird which frequents the banks of
rivers and the borders of fens, distinguished by Its long, straight, slender
bill, which gives It its name, becomes
a small cut, a blast.
No. 90.—Pletnre Pnmmle·.

Jorms?

Milligan M'f'g Co.,

Many <-hil'tr*n are troubled
Γ and treated f i>r aotuethiiue «·lee.

with worm·.
A few Jo·* of m

True'swoRM Elixir I

will exprl worm. If theyexlat. and prow a valu- ■
"rte toiuotf thtrr areuo wonna. 34.· « iruasl.u. ■
Pr. J. r. TBCK A CO.. Aahara. Me.

SON,

SOt'TII PA KIN.

········

Prvparvd onlv by E. 0. UîWitt&Co., Chicago
Tbuil.twtiiocont. ins2î~ ,1iuc*Um;50c. alae

Chicago.
Also Floor Taint, Floor Varnish, Coach
and Spar
Varnish,
Muralo, Ac.,
Masury's Hailroad and Liquid Paints,
For sale by,

S. P. MAXIM &

KL-Prosr«MlT· Enl(ma.

No.

Cures all stomach troubles

knamel·"

KRKK Color iar«l ami our booklet. "How to
Refurnish the Home Without Buying New Furniture.

Made

what la left ot him will be a bright
color.
5. Remove the beak of α bird, and
what is left of him will be twelve
dozen.
& Remove the tall of a bird, and
what Is left of him will be a cheery,
droll fellow.
7. Remove the neck of α bird, and
what is left of him will be twisted.
& Remove the ear of a bird, and
what is left of him will be α grain.

·■

STOPPED FMI

*· K.u *tur

?*>α-

«J

Auaual sale β,'ΛΟ,Λ» buxes.

Permanent!)) Cure* fey
DR. HIRE'S MEAT

mtmil

ere

■.

Beecham'· PfUa have for many years beet: the i
popular family medicine wherever the English
language is spoken, and they now stand without 1
a rival.
^<
10 cents and 25 cents, at all drug stores.

Reasonable Prices.

riTS

fëvên,T^ol,^chuman
specially
rey
b*

,«£iet!

jrjsrTspfti" ■N.y.'iffi «Ag

Books.

Instruction

No. Μ.—Deletion*.
1. Remove the bill of a bird, and
what le left of him will be on the head
of a cow.
2. Remov· the tall of a bird, and
what Is left of him will be η peg.
3. Remove the ear of an insect and
what Is left can be worn on the head.
4. Remove the wing of & bird, and

stomach and liver.

Γ

FLORAL WORK FOR MAY.
Ab a rule dahlias, cannas and caladiums
should not be set in the open ground
before the middle of May, as the slightest touch of frost -will wilt the young
shoote to the ground.
Therefore, it is a
good idea to wait until corn planting
time before setting them out doors in
Dahlias and
their permanent beds.
rich soil and
cannas require a very
it should be made mellow and fine.
Give them a full southern exposure if
possible. Only one dahlia tuber should
be planted in a hill, as this one tuber
though small, will grow into a large
plant in a few months. Therefore, do not
make the mietake of planting a whole
Divide
clump of the tubers together.
them carefully and plant but one in a
place, setting them in root end down.
If a great many shoots spring up it will
be the best thing for the plant to thin
This may
them out to at least three.
seem a hard thing to do, but the plant
will produce much finer and more satisfactory blossoms than if the strength
were taken up by several superfluous
shoots. If you are buying dahlias for
the first time, choose the earliest flowering varieties from the catalogues. Because unless it is started early in the
house, and hustled along somewhat, the
dahlia often disappoints one by blooming just in time for the fall frosts to
spoil it. Always provide the dahlia
with stakes to prevent it from being
Don't put
blown over by wind or rain.
Provide some
this off until too late.
support as soon as the shoots show
above ground.
A clump of Kicinue Zanzibarensis—
castor oil beans—will do much to add to
the appearance of one's yard, and the
Preseed should be sown this month.
pare a box of mellow soil and plant the
If late in
seed over an inch deep in it.
the month soak them in warmish water
for twenty-four hours before planting.
When up, give plenty of light and set
out of doors during the day. Transplant
to the open ground after there is no
danger from frost. The Kicinue is a very
interesting plant to cultivate, through
The canna
all the stages of its growth.
is another most valuable and satisfactory
plant. It is to the lawn what palms are
to the living rooms—a finishing touch of
beauty. When grown from seed, the
seed should be filed on one end, being
careful not to go down too deep, and
soaked in hot water for a day. Japanese
morning glory seed should also be allowed to stand in water for some hours,
though they will not need to be filed.
This vine is quite satisfactory if enough
seed are sown and they are started early
enough. One should not be discouraged
if they do not prove a success at the
first or second attempt.
The blossoms
are very pleasing and the vines afford as
good a shade to a porch or window as
the common morning glory.
Vines add
greatly to the appearance of a place,
and they should be always planted about
a home.
Morning glories, variegated
Japanese hop and other vines that come
from seed should be sown during May.
House plants should not be put out
doors to stay until the month is nearly
gone. Frosts may come along unexpectedly and rob you of your treasures.
Plants that need repotting should be
seen to now.
Cuttings may be started
in sand or water, and old plants that
have bloomed during the winter should
be trimmed back quite severely to induce new growth.
This is a good month to begin prepartions for next winter's window garden.
We cannot begin too far ahead if the
best success is to be realized.
The person who starts his winter garden in the
fall will wish that he had done so earlier
when he finds that his geraniums refuse
to blossom, and his other plants grow
If geranisulky instead of Horiferoue.
ums are wanted to blossom in the winter
—and they may be made to do eo, in
spite of the fact that many persons
simply can't make them blossom at that
season—choose a plant that has reached
its first or second year, trim the branchee
back severely, repot into a dish a little
larger than the one it hae been growing
in, using fresh, rich soil, and encourage
into a
slow,
sure,
steady growth
throughout the summer.
Plunge it in
the open ground if you wish, but be
sure that it has a generous eupply of
water to nourish the forming buds.
Do
not let the plant perfect a single blossom
until you want it to flower indoore. This is the secret of eucceee in
having them bloeeom in the living
roomB.
They must be fed and encouraged and cared for, but buds must be
picked off, else they will not bloom satisfactorily in the winter. Cuttings may
be taken from large plants, rooted and
set in small pots of new soil, transferring
them once or twice through the season
into larger receptacles.
After September 1st, however, do not disturb them,
as the buds will be forming now, and it
would be a mistake to change the plants
from one dish to another. Many persons
leave them in one dish throughout the
year, and this plan is all
right,
provided one is careful to see that the
soil is kept well enriched with plant
food, after the roots have drawn out all
the nutriment. Young plants should be
pinched back frequently to encourage a
The more
stocky, compact growth.
branches you can induce a geranium to
grow, the more blossoms the plant will
A geranium consisting of only
bear.
one tall, straight stalk will, as a rule,
produce only one truss of flowers, and
such plants are not satisfactory.
Seed of Chinese primroses should
be sown now or in June; they will make
highly pleasing plants for winter window gardens. Old plants of the Chinese
primrose need not be discarded, as they
are quite as satisfactory the second or
third winter as the first. Re-pot in new,
fresh soil, and keep all buds picked off
until winter.
verandah boxes and iron reservoir
vases for the lawn should be filled with
plants this month and got to growing
under shelter.
Geraniums, fever few,
coleue, heliotrope, fuchsias and Kenilworth ivy make a good combination for
such receptacles.
Of course other
plants may be added or substituted.—
McCall'e Magazine.

ΧΑΜΕ.

What celebrated novel and what
great writer do the pictures represent?
Dry Good·.
That is a tint I admire.
I decline narcotics.
No. 1>7.—Hidden

VIVIAN
Jeweler and

HILLS,
Graduate Optician.
W.

Wo. 88.—l'un Bec ted Hollow

Supplies,

Wholesale and Retail.

NORWAY,

8

8

1
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Lowest Price· in the County.

Cameras and Photo

Square·

MAINE.
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to 2, large lake lu the United
States; 2 to 3. a European song bird;
3 to 4, a yellowish cotton cloth; 4 to 5,
pertaluiug to or lu the form of a uodule;
5 to β, to deliver from wroug; G to 1, a
noxious southeast wind lu Italy; 2 to
1

Imerican Labv
SIR ΐ.

—

n

33,697

DAM— ELO"RE^fCE CHIMES' was out of Myrtle that produced Portia
(dam of Peerless Chimes, 2.iS^'). The next dam was a daughter of

2.06; The

Ed Easton,

Comparison·.
(Phonetic and otherwise.]
Positive.
Comparative.
A wager.
Superior.
A
To permit.
message.
A kind of dog.
To place.
A sign of grief.
A bevi-rage.
A bishop's cap.
A small Insect.
No. lOO.—Partial

5.348, sire of fifty-eight, including Florence Chimes; Fantasy,
Abbott, 2.03X ; The Monk, 2.08^ ; Merry Chimes, 2.08X ; and
2.09#. His daughters have produced eight, including Lady of the

>

particulars,

L
1
X
1
5.
6. Fullness.
7. To grind.
I. A loud noise.

address

EMORY H. MASON, Sxipt.

L·* V. χ

χ.

South P*ris, Me.

j

YOUR ΕΟΥ NEED

éxJ

BRITANNICA?
Λ well-known superintendent of schools has given it as His opinion
that pupils who have access to the Encyclopedia Britannica stand
33 j per cent, higher in their studies than thoee that do not enjoy

this

privilege.

YOUTH.™
Is the formative

period.

What a boy reads in hit youth become·
boy a chance means that

a

encouragement.

surroundings,

and your

"The Concentrated Essence of the
Whole World's Wisdom"

Britannica has been termed, let your
boy read its interesting pages and he will look with disdain upon
"flashy" literature. Your boy has large ideas. To him there is
nothing so attractive as truth. Give him material oat of which

Encyclopedia

he can construct

far-reaching ideas.

Invest

ONE DOLLAR TO-DAY

and put the Britaqnica into your home where your boy, as well as

and
your girl, your wife and yourself, can consult it continually,
when he attains manhood, there will be no place in literature or
professional life to which he may not aspire.

DELAY™.

Will prove expensive. Call at our «tore at once, or cot oat this
coupon and mail it to us.

Please

acquaint

me

with the details of your Britannica offer.

£

Name
Street

City

1

»

V

'-^r-

ογλα»

For aala

F. A. SHURTLEFF &

by

CO., South Pari·, M·.

FOR YOUNG MARRIED PEOPLE.
Try to be satisfied to commence on a
small scale.
Try to avoid the too common mistake
of making an unwise effort to "begin
where the parents ended."
Try not to look at richer "homes and
covet their costly furniture.
Try going a step further, and visit the
homes of the suffering poor when secret
dissatisfaction is liable to spring up.
Try being perfectly independent from
the first, and shun debt in all its forms.
Try to cultivate the moral courage that
will resist the arrogance of fashion.
Try buying all that is necessary to
work with skillfully, while adorning the
house at tiret with simply what will
render it comfortable.
Try to co-operate cheerfully in arranging the family expenses, and share
equally in any necessary self-denials and
sconomies.
Try to be cheerful in the family circle,
no matter
how annoying may be the
business cares and the housekeeping

wake.
Double Diagonals: Hitro
No. 89.
work. Crosswords—1. Hark. 2. Carp.
3. Core. 4. Ward.
No. 90.—Diamond Pendant: CurveTrinket. Diamond—1. Nab. 2. Ban. 3.
Nib. 4. Bin.
No. 91.—Poses: Transpose.
Impose.
—

Dispose.

dispelled by Bkkcham's Pills.

uOi hear that Denny was blown up
and killed by the blast yesterday."
Then it wor circumstantial
"Killed?
evidence—they haven't found him yet."
TO

CURE

A COLD IN

ONE

|

DAY

Take Laxative Bromo-Quinine Tablets.
All druggists refuud the money if it
F. W. Grove's signature
fails to cure.
on each box.
25c.
F. A. Shurtleff &
Co.

"Now, Kastus, jee' yo' climb down out
Yo'se had enuf o'
o' dat plum tree.
dat fruit! Nex' yo' know yo'll be down
sick wid plumbago."

:rials.

Try to remember that it matters but
what "people think" proved you are
;rue to yourselves, to right and duty,
ind keep your expenses within your
neans.—McCall'e Magazine.

NEGLECT MEANS DANGER.
Don't neglect biliousness and constipation. DeWitt's Little Early Risers cure
M. B. Smith, Butternut,
such cases.

WAS IT

YOU Τ
There was somebody who said an
inkind word which hurt somebody
tlse. Was it you?

says: "DeWitt's Little Early RisI ever
ers are the most satisfactory pills
took. Never gripe or cause nausea."

Mich.,

There

who was
and selfish in her manner

was

houghtless

somebody

Frank—Did you know Charley.was ! ind mode of living. Was it you?
There was somebody who harshly
married?
George—No, but it doesn't
surprise me; he was forever looking for < iriticised the actions of somebody else.
Νω it you?
trouble.
There was somebody who found noth·
ng but fault in the belongings of her
DREADFUL ATTACK OF WHOOP- riend. Was it
you?
ING COUGH.
There was somebody who borrowed a
and
for months.
'
took
it
Was it
kept
Mrs. Ellen Harlison of 300 Park Ave.,
Kansas City, Mo., writes as follows: 3 ou?
There
was
who
never
somebody
"Our two children had a severe attack
stop)f whooping cough. One of them in the 1 >ed to think who was hart by the sarastic
word.
Was
it
<
you?
paroxysm of coughing would often faint
There was somebody who, day in and
We tried every»nd bleed at the nose.
ut
never
did
<
to make any·
relief.
anything
heard
of
without
we
getting
We then called in our family doctor who 1 ody else happy. Was it yon?
prescribed Foley's Honey and Tar.
Cube fob Heartbubn.—Some peoWith the very first dose they began to
ple are very much troubled with heartmprove, and we feel that it has saved *I
urn, but if a piece of orange peel it
;heir lives." Refuse substitutes. F. A.
shurtleff Λ Co. Orin Stevens, Oxford, c tied and eaten it atop· It directly.

j

thing

and State

A strainer.
A winged Insect.
A meal.

Key to the Pumaler.
Να 85.—Κ horn bold: Across—1. Magic.
λ
4. Nasal,
3. Robin.
2. yacaw.
Legal. Down—1. M. 2. Am. 3. Gar.
4. Icon. 5. Cabal. 6. Wise. 7. Nag.
& La. 9. L.
No. SI!.—A Well Known Saying: It's
an ill wind that blows uobody good.
No. 87.—Number Puzzle: By the proposed plan the landlord would lose sixteen bushels.
No. 88.—Missiug lthymes: Shake,
bake, slake, rake. Hake, brake, lake

Drowsiness Is

part of his very character. To give your
you will see to it that he has the best

Is what the

No. O!».—Anagram Animal·.

and others.

Manor, 2.04.14 ; and Dare Devil, 2.09. Beautiful Bells, his dam, has nine to
her credit, and her dam, Minnihaha, is the dam of eight.
This horse (American Law) is a very handsome bay horse, grandly bred, the
blood lines the very choicest, of great substance and high finish. He will make
the season at Mountain View Farm, South Paris, Me., at a fee of $25.
For

who opposes.

chant."

Golddust, that also produced Black Golddust (dam of Glendennis, 2.17X,

2.20)

one

As Olin and I walked along by the
shore of the lake we could hear the
gentle tlow of the waves. 1 was In the
act of plucking a wee reed when my
compuulou said: "1 wish 1 could be a
1 would
tar and sail to distant lands.
buy wlues and bales of cotton which 1
I would
would again offer for sale.
buy ore and balm from eastern countries. aud I would become a rich mer-

HE1"R ΛΤ LA.W. 14-.035. Pacing record, 2.05X ; trotting record,
Sire of Passing Belle, 2.o8,V ; Jack D., 2.1
2.12.
; Scapegoat, 2.11% ;
Equity, 2.12% ; Elsinora, 2.12% ; Keed Bird, 2.14X; and 8 others.

and J ustina,

5.

Bankrupt's Petition for Discharge.

A SERIOUS AFFAIR.
We all know of such cases. It is very

sasy to neglect a cough until it becomes
ι serious affair; then you find it very
lard to cure, and you say, "Oh, how I
srish I had taken it in time."
When "taken in time" serious results
mav be avoided, many years of health
ind happiness may be added to your

life.

Stevens, Oxford.

The only sure remedy for failure is to
give up seeking excuses and go to work.
CHRONIC BRONCHITIS CURED.
"For ten years I had chronic bronchitis so bad that at times I could not speak
above a whisper," writes Mr. Joseph
Coffman of Montmorenci, Ind. "I tried
all remedies available, but with no success.
Fortunately my employer suggested that I try Foley's Honey and Tar.
Its effect was almost miraculous, and I
On my
am now cured of the disease.
recommendation many people have used
Foley's Honey and Tar, and always with
satisfaction." F. A. Shurtleff & Co. Orin

Bankruptcy.

CASTORIA

JOHN

coughs, colds, bronchitis, influand aU throat and lung troubles,

pou will And Bauer's Instant Cough
[hire to be the most reliable and effectIt never
ive remedy on the market.
It is sold under the strongest
Fails.
do the
it
not
does
If
guarantee possible.
work your money will be cheerfully reminded. For sale by F. A. Shurtleff A
Co.; A. Dudley, Bryant's Pond; Orin

{In
J

To the Hon. Nathan W ebb, Judge of the Die.
trlct Court of the United Sutee for the DUtrlct
of Maine:
Rumfonl, In
Π. WHITNEY, of
the County of Oxford, and State of Blaine,
said
Id
District,
respectfully represents
that on the 14th day of Feb., last past, he was duly
adj udged bankrupt under tho Acts of Congress relating to Bankruptcy; that he has duly surrendered all his propertr and rights of property,
and ha-, fully compiled with all the requirements
of said Acts and of tho orders of Court touching
hi* bankruptcy.
Wherefore he prays, That he may be decreed
In the Court to have a full discharge from all
debts provable against his estate under sal-l
bsnkiupt Acts, except such debts as are excepted by law from such discharge.
Dated this 31st day of Mar., A. D. 1902.
JOHN H. WHITNEY, Bankrupt.

For

anza

)

In the matter of

JOHN H. WHITNEY,
Bankrupt.

SO WEARY.

Weary and worn out all the
time. Back weak and lame and

Headache, Nervous,
Restless, Excitable. The Kidneys are sick.

aching.

|

Doan's
Kidney Pills

ORDER OF NOTICE THEREON.
District of Maine, ss.
On thin Mil day of April. A. D. 1902, on read
petition, It Is
Ing the foregoing
Ordered by the Court, That a hearing be hi·'
same
on
the 25th day of Apr Α. I».
the
upon
11)02, before said Court at Portland, In said District, at 10o'clock in the forenoon; anil that notice thereof be published in tho Oxfonl Demo!
crat, a newspaper printed in said DUtrlct, an·
that all known creditors, and other persons In
nnd
said
time
place,
Interest, may appear at the
and show cause, if any they have, why the
prayer of said |>etltloncr should not lie granted.
And It Is further ordered by 1 he Court, Tint
the Clerk «hall send by mall to all known cred
Itors copies of said petition and this order, ad
dressed to them at their places of residence a·

For Infantg and Children.

The Kind You Have

Always Bought

Bears the
Promotes Di^cstion.CheerPuh
ness and Rest.Contains neither
Opium,Morphine nor Mineral.
Not Narcotic.

cure

Âaur ffrd

ClietfUd M
MmVV w

A perfect Hcmedy for Constipation, Sour Stomach, Diarrhoea

BOSTON

Store of Chattanooga,
Teon., writes: -'There is more merit in
Foley's Honey and Tar than in any other
cough syrup. The calls for it multiply
wonderfully and we sell more of it than
all the other cough syrups combined."
F. A. Shurtleff A Co. Orin Stevens, Oxford.
House

True riches must he measured
what is given to others instead of
what is ground from them.

by
by

ALL HIS LIFE.
"I had stomach trouble all my life,"
says Edw. Mehler, proprietor of the
Union Bottling Works, Erie, Pa., "and
tried all kinds of remedies.
Finally I
road of Kodol Dyspepsia Cure, and have
been taking it to my great satisfaction.
I never found its equal for stomach

trouble."

has been kept poor
being too hasty to get rich.

Many

a

man

IS

PNEUMONIA

ITS

OF

ROBBED

by

TERRORS

By Foley's Honey and Tar. It stops
the racking cough and heals ard
strengthens the lungs. If taken in t'me
it will prevent an attack of pneumonia.
F. A. Shurtleff A
Refuse substitutes.
Orin Stevens, Oxford.
Co.

Right living in this world is the best

preparation

for the next.

Foley's Honey and Tar contains no
opiates, and will not constipate like
nearly all other cough medicines. ReF. A. Shurtleff A Co.
fuse substitutes.
Orin Stevens, Oxford.
Some men get so selfish that tiny
will go out of their way to get in the
way of others.

tkia

<8

βφϋ

sifaatur· it

rMMdy

The staunch and elegant steamers, "Gov.
leave
Dlngley" and "Bay State" alternately
Franklin Wharf, Portland, and India Wharf,
P.
excepted.
at
7.00
M., dally, Sundays
Roston,
These steamers meet every demand of modern
service In safety, speed, comfort ami

on

«very box of th· ganula·
Tabi·*·

Bromo-Quinine
ctM tu

tkat

ram a

«M

day

"My wife says she wishes I would
"I
learn to play poker," said Bliggius.
thought she objected." "No, she says
she wiehee I would either learn or quit
trying."

if taken in time
afTo.-ds security from all kidney ard
bladder diseases. F. A. Shurtleff £ Co.
Orin Stevens, Oxford.

Foley's Kidney Cure

"Daughter, is your husband amiable?"
'Well, Ma, he's just exactly like pa;
when lie gets his own way about everything he's just perfectly lovely."
SOMETIMES SERIOUS.
Coughs and colds often result eeriousOne
ly because people are careless.
Minute Cough Cure will remove all danAbsolutely safe. Acts at once.
ger.
Sure cure for coughs, colds, croup, grip,
other throat and lung
bronchitis,

troubles.

Curate—It must be a comfort to you,
Smith, to reflect that your life has
Mrs.
well spent.
Smith—Tes,
pretty well, thank you, sir. |I'vo buried
Mrs.
been

three husbands in my time.

Rain and sweat
have no clTect on
harness treated
with Eureka HarIt réness Oil.
sista the damp,
keep»the leather suft and pliable. Stitches
do not break.
No rough surface to chafe
and cut. The |
harness rot
only keeps
like
looking lit

fynaih I
\

\

Hmtms

new,

wears

out

twice

as long by the
u<e of Eureka

#2 37C.C7:»35
Total liabilities and surp'us.
CHARLES E. TOLMAN. Agent,
South Paris, Me.

TOWN

"Is this the cracked wheat, Jane?"
I ain't looked at
"I dun know, mum.
it or teched it; an' if it's cracked, it wuz
cracked afore I came here."

precious than when
family is attacked

by colic, dysentery or any bowel trouble.
The doctor is distant but if Ferry Davis'
Painkiller is near all danger is soon
ended.

She—Mr. Gotrox engaged?
Why, he
has been a widower only a very short
time! He—Well, fools and their money
are soon married !
All who use atomizers in treating
nasal catarrh will get the best result
Price,
from Ely's Liquid Cream Balm.
including spraying tube, 75 cents. Sold
or
mailed
by Ely Bros., 50
by druggists
Warren St., New York.

Foley's Kidney Cure makes the kidney
rod bladder right. F. A. Shurtleff A Co.
Orin Stevens, Oxford.
We are all such excellent managers of

)ther people's business.

THE COUGH

CÔLD.

Laxative Bromo-Quinine Tablets cure
t cold in
one day. No Cure, no Pay.
! i*rice 25 oents. F. A. Shurtleff A Co.

in cans—
all sires.

|

E. W.

Of

I will furnish
Size or Style at

CHANDLER,

DOORS and WINDOWS of any
reasonable prices.

or
If In want of any kind of
I'lnc LumOutside work, send In your orders
ber and Shingles on hand Cheap for Cosh.

Planing, Sawing and Job Work.
Matched Hard Wood Floor Boards for sale.

W.

CHANDLER,

Maine.

Sumner,

Our Stock of_

Come and

has arrived.

see

them.

H. P. MILLETT,
SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.

CHURCH SÎIiEET,

nberitig or

WHEELER,
Town C'erk

w>

Samuel Richards,
Expert

,

Watchmaker and

Practical

COUTH PARIS,

lUttcru

MAINE.

SALESMEN WANTED 5Λ5.ΪΪ

In Oxford and adjicent counties.
commission. Address

You
Know
More

Salary

or

wishes to
sale of

Mi

Pmlley,

A LOW PRICE

men

ON

—

Carpets

Wool
to close out odd

patterns and clean

50 YEAR8*

EXPERIENCE

Patents
Designs

Copyrights Ac.
τη''
may
Anyone sending a sketch nnd
free whether an
our
opinion
ascertain
autckly
Communlcalnrention l* probably patentable.
I
atents
on
Handbook
tlone strictly conUdenl lui.
t r jr pat β "1 "·
sent free. Oldest nixoncy f ο r hocii
rtcelre
Patents taken thruuKi Mtinn & Co.
the
lu
without
ebargo,
notlc,

description

tpecial

Scientific American.
freest

clr.

A handsomely Illnstrnted weekly,

MDNNiCo^'^'Newïorli
Braocli Office, 626 F 8U Washington, D. U

Chas. F. Ridlon,
Corner Main and Danforth Sts..

MAINE,

NORWAY,

Ferry Properly For Sale.

The undersigned wishes to sell all
his boats, ropes and other ferry property at Rumford Center.
Inquire of proprietor at Rumford
FRANK E. ABBOTT.
Center.

niyrnio

UnlriLÎinu
W.

ο

photographic

u

supplies !

P.

ΤΙΛΧΙΤ1,

13 Jlnln Si., South Pnrim,
Mali nHnrs promptly HHp-i

announce

that ho has the

exclusive

w>,

PRIZE

WALL· PAPERS
600
of

over
can show samples
at
patterns of these new prize papers
prices ranging from
Five Cents to Fifty Cents per Roll

BAUER'S

—

Ttl(|ilioiir IIU-3,

and

Κ. A. SliurtlcfT.t Co.; A.
Bryant's Pom I
Ortn St«vi!nf», >)\fonl.

is good advice for
and boys,
and the man who
thinks he knows more than Mother Nature about running his body
finds out his mistake when he gets
indigestion. "L. F." At wood9s
Bitters restore digestion.

Paris, Maine

ALFRED PEATS & CO.

THE VICTOR OIL COMPANY,
Cleveland, Ohio.

Are the Best remedy for Colds, Headache and Grippe. They breuk up a Cold
quickly, move the bowels gently, carrying off fever and other poisonous matter
from the system. Guaranteed to "cure.
Try them. 25 cents, For sale by

Than Your
....Mother

C. McArdle,

South

Optician.

m&nm

Don't Think1

*

Doecrlptioii.

Bvory

coming

Builders' Finish !

West

SLEIGHS !

(SLEIGHS !

turaire

i1^,

ΤΞΞ

TOY GRhPHOPHONL

a

The Best Value Ever Offered

/η

J
—-

These patterns are the finest productions of American and foreign
of
artists, anil are handsomer and
better value than can be purchased
anywhere else.
H you wish paper for hut one
sure and
room or a whole house, he
these samples l>elore you pur*

Jsce

@*3)
Also

Artistic Wall Papers are the most effective, and'
used.
least expensive decorations that can be

an

siyles

o\ Koom

these papers.

Moulding to match

Dealer in Pictures, Picture Frames, Music and Musical Merchandise,
Frames made to order from the largest and
Pianos and Organs.
handsomest line of Mouldings ever shown here.

NEW-YORK TRIBUNE FARMER,
FOR
EVERY
MEMBER
OF
THE
FARMER'S
FAMILY

K-tal)ll«he ι In 1WI. for over elxty years It wan the X KW Y< iHK
WKEKLY TRIBUNE, know ·. ami rea*! lu every State In the
Union.
on Nov. 7,11401, It was « liage·! to ihe

NEW-YORK TRIBUNE FARMER
a

IiIkIi e'a·»!*,

un

farmer fini hie

to-late, lllu*tr.ite<l agricultural weekly, for llie

fainliy—

rniOB

si.oo

year, but you can buy It fur less. How?
l«r «iil.-rrlMnii through your own favorite home now-p;i|'tr.
TIIK ι>.\l·'·Uil> DEMOCRAT.
Itotli |iap r< one year for t.'.00.
ΐ»«·ΐ'<1 )i<iironer ami money to TIIK OXKORIl Ι'ΚΜιΧ ΚΑΤ.
South I'.iris, Maine.
a

Miiiii|ilo copy free. *oiul your nildreos
to NEW VOIIK ΤΗΙΙΙΓΝί: FAKΊΚΒ, MewYork City.

GOOD MORNING!
Do you

use a

Quaker Range?

"Pamklttet

remedy for rheumatism,
neuralgia, sciatica and lumbago.
Is the best

Beware of imitations, the

genuine is

PERRY DAVIS'.

COAL!

I CUM Greatest Entertainer
lost Fascinatiim ot all Toys
bring 1I

DO YOU WANT IT?
WE ARE

NEVER OUT.

SON,)

Bargains

Orin

THC CCNTAUM COMMNV. NCW MM crrr.

1

I have about one bun Ircd acres >-f good pusand would take cattle to pasture for t!u·
season at my place about four mllcr
north of Pails Hill.
Kor terms Inquire of
E. C. S LATTERY, Paris, Me.

tz*? //\ w w
Company

E.

nu

CAST

1NIN

I

EXACT COPY OF WRAPPER.

Town Clerk's Office.

WILLIAM J.

J^C

S

Years

PA*T(JltA<3G.

everywhere

A postal or telephone to us will
Guard—Now, then, miss, get in qnick, you a supply promptly.
; >lease, the train is just going to start, A. W. WALKER &
foung Lady—But I want to give my
SOUTH PARIS, 5fE.
Guard—Get in, I'll see to
ι lister a kiss.
1 ihat
Ice, Coal, Cement, Lime, Hair, Brick, I
Sand, Ac.
'This ain't a freight elevator," said
he grumpy elevator man. "Tes, it is,"
"It
bundle.
, «plied the boy with the
( larries a big hog up and down, all day
ong."
at RICHARDS' OLD RELIABLE
The surest and safest remedy for kidWATCH & JEWELRY STORE,
ι
and bladder diseases is Foley's Kidtey
ι ley Core.
F. ▲. Shurtleff 4 Co.
i Itsvens, Oxford.

l)(ÏSl·

number, and shall pay to said clerk for a license
the sum of one dollar ami fifteen ccnts for each
male dog and each female dog Incapable of producing young, ami three dollars and fifteen
ccnts for each female dog ; and a person becoming
the owner or keeper of ilogn after the first day
of April, not duly license·!, shall cause It to be
registered, numbered, described and llcen ed as
of
provided above. Kvery owner or keeper
logs kept for breeding purposes, may rc<· Ivc
license
kennel
hutliorl/.lng
a
annually
special
him to keep such doss for such purpose, pro
vide·! he keeps such dogs within a proper Inclosure. When the number of dogs so kept does
not exceed ten, the fee for such license snail be
ten dollars; when the number of dogs so kept
exceed* ten, the fee for such license shall He
lor
twenty 'foliar», and no fee shall lie r< quired
the dogs of such owner or keeper under the aire
Does covered by the kennel
of >-lx month·.
I from the provisions of
llconse shall lie

Sold

New Ohleans, Sept. 1, 1000.
Messrs. Ely Bros:—I sold two bottles
of your Liquid Cream Balm to a customer, Wm. Lamberton, 1415 Delacliaiee
Street, New Orleans; he has used the
two bottles, giving him wonderful and
most satisfactory results.
Geo. W. McDuff, Pharmacist.
Mrs. Growells—My husband is continually quarreling about trifles. Mrs.
Howells—Well, my dear, the less one]
lias to quarrel about the better."

At b months old

OK PARIS.

excepte
dring rcglitiatlon,

Thirty

NEW YORK.

Dogs.

To Owners of

tlds section rcq
collai ing.

Harness OIL

A SURE CURE.

AND WORKS OFF THE

liabilities

all

Atwood & Forbei, South Pari·. up stock.

For all kinds of sores, burns, bruises,
or other wounds DeWitt's Witch Hazel
Salve is a sure cure. Skin diseases yield
Never fails in case of
to it at once.
piles. Beware of counterfeits.

STOPS

over

tl,2*1,137 «I
500,00·· 00
505,511 71

Fac Simile Signature of

luxury of traveling.
Every owner or keeper of a dog more than
Through tickets for Providence, Lowell, four months o'd shall annually, before the first
Worcester, New York, etc.
of April, cause it to lie reg'lstercd, numbered,
day
J. r. LI SCO Μ Π, General Manager.
described and licensed for one year from the
T. M. Bartlett. Agent.
llrt-t day of April, In the office of the clerk of the
cltv, town or plantation where said dog Id kept,
and shall keep around It* neck a collar distinctly
marked with the owner's nameand It» registered

LaMontt—I wonder what they are
selling there? I just hear them shout- We Do all Kinds of....
ing: Here's something to catch a man's
La Moyne—H'm! they must be
eye!
JOB PRINTING.
selling ladies' umbrellas.

Never is time more
some member of the

Surplus

steamship

Frames,
Also Window di Door
Finish for Inside

Laxative

ho

(HERS

Drug

Total
Cash capital,

For Over

Worms .Convulsions .Feverishness and LOSS OF SLEEP.

—.

A CHATTANOOGA DRUGGIST'S
STATEMENT.
Robt. J. Miller, Proprietor of the Read

>

%JM·

O.,

Insuranc

In
Use

Alx. Senna

IUK.IU Utt

Γ»."-

Agricultural

of

ffxipt of Mtf UrSAMUELHTHHER
frtmfJiui Stul'

sta'cd.
Witness the Hon. Natiian Webb, .ludge o'
the said Court, and the seal thereof, at Portland,
In said District, on the 5th day of April, A. D.1
1902
Α. H. DAVIS, Clerk.
s ]
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
Attest: A. H. Ι)Λ VU. Clerk.

every symptom of Kidney Ills, from
common backache to complicated urinary
A man is apt to get hot when other disorders.
Watrrtown, It. T.
people are roasting him.
Mrs. Mark Hyde, of 45 Tbornley street,
Pawtucket, R. I., says: "Doan's Kidney I1
ASSETS DfC. 31, 1 01.
l'llls have been uned by both my husband
*137.400 0>
Impartant to Mother·.
and two daughters, and the relief obtained Ileal Estate
"75,211 5'·
Moitgsge Loans,
of
bottle
CA8TORUL,
In every case was very satisfactory. My follateral
T·—1"" carefully arery
SS!)244 1'i
Loans
on for u long
off
and
bothered
sod
was
infants
children,
husband
for
sort
724.(V!562
remedy
aaafa and
8 ock» and Rond*
time with pains across bis back, which at Cash In office and Hank
137.415
sad aaa that it
times became very severe. I saw Doan's Hills
2,<·8!» 8
Rccelvabl»,
a
and
procured
151,1!® si
Kidney I'llls advertised,
Halances
Agent*'
Baaratha
Si· 830 51
box from W. L. Wood's drug store. He Interest and Rents,
2,1»to «!
need them, and In a very short time was rid All other as-cts
Signalera of
of the backache. I always keep Doan's
be
not
would
SO
Yaara.
and
For
Orar
on
12,400 0SI 88
band,
la Uaa
Gross assets
Kidney Pills
33.804 .VI
Deduct Items not admitted,
without them."
Its Kind Toe Bam Always Bought
Foe50
cents.
all
For sale by
druggists;
<2,37(107!» 35
Admitted assets
ter-MUburn Co., Buffulo, Ν. Y.
LIABILITIES DEC. 31,1001.
Men who set up the drinks are upset
t 100,254 01
Net unpaid looses
1,180,883 0:11
by the drinks.
Unearned Premiums

Stevens, Oxford.

Signature

1

South Pari·.

in Watches!

Main·.1

•fcMwar there an cftiMree tfcere (IwaM also be

A TOY QRAPHOPHONE
puvs rand musk
BMGS NURSERY songs
REPEATS MOTHER GOOSE RHYMES

Send $1.50 and the TOY will be
delivered expressage prepaid.

Will PHONOGRAPH COMPANY
164 Tremont St., BOSTON.

00 cts. down and 50 cts.

a

week at

Hobbs' Variety Store, Norway,
CASTORIA For infants ami Children.

Hu Kind You Ban Alwp Bought

5?""* ^
«

